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ABSTRACT 
 In this age of globalism and multilateralism, military tasks are becoming more 
complex and distributed across much larger areas of interest. Regardless of the type of 
mission, being well prepared is the crucial requirement for success; part of that success is 
owed to meticulous, well-structured mission planning. Frequently executed briefings 
ensure the mutual understanding of the objectives and challenges the unit is facing, and 
the commander's intent to achieve them. Computer-aided alternatives to the traditional 
sand table have been too expensive to develop, field, and sustain, and sometimes failed to 
meet the desired results and were not adopted into daily practice. 
 We designed and developed a mobile version of the virtual sand table, which uses 
only commercial-off-the-shelf products, thus proving that it is feasible to use augmented 
reality technology with its intuitive user-interaction techniques and go beyond the 
traditional sand table capabilities. Our approach includes the integration and support of a 
precisely scaled three-dimensional model of the real-world terrain and a novel 
first-person perspective that can be used for closer inspection. This solution eliminates 
the dependency on costly technical support teams to develop or modify the new mission's 
terrain. The system reduces the possibility of human error and misunderstandings by 
supporting multiple simultaneous viewing perspectives and provides the foundation for a 
network-based collaboration mode. 
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A. RESEARCH DOMAIN 
In the age of globalism and multilateralism, military tasks have become much more 
complex, frequently, and within larger areas of interest much more distributed. Not only 
the U.S., but almost every nation has multilateral interests and at least at the political level 
a big interest in being present with help and support worldwide. Furthermore, regardless 
of which kind of mission is concerned - observer missions, peacekeeping, peace 
enforcement missions, or even the training for these - being well prepared is the crucial 
requirement for success and can only be achieved by meticulous, well-structured mission 
planning and training.  
Furthermore, the success of missions and operations relies on frequently executed 
briefings; their objective is to explain and distribute the developed course of action as a 
result of these MPPs.  
A mutual understanding of both the challenge or the object that the unit is faced 
with, and the commander’s intent for achieving it, is indispensable. Each misunderstanding 
or misinterpretation can lead to serious and life-threatening consequences, and endanger 
the entire operation.  
This crucial and in almost every operation-development firmly-rooted procedure is 
the foundation of success and failure and within the military domain the difference between 
life and death. 
B. RESEARCH PROBLEM AND MOTIVATION 
In recent years virtual reality (VR) and augmented reality (AR) technologies have 
advanced rapidly. An abundance of prototypes and inventions have still not been adapted 
to the current processes and procedures, because of the high development, fielding, and 
sustaining costs. Additionally, since the technology advances so rapidly, the companies 
(especially the small ones) and individual users can no longer follow the pace and acquire 
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every improvement or innovation of the system that they already have and they become 
unsure and feel inconvenient using it. 
Despite the profoundly different character of current missions, their procedures, 
and the used technology they use have not changed with the same speed. Even more 
complex and dynamic military missions are planned and conducted with old procedures 
and slightly improved technology. 
Additionally, conducting and executing a mission requires regularly held mission 
update and decision briefs. It is common that misunderstandings and misinterpretations 
easily occur as a result of single perspective, 2D PowerPoint presentations that present the 
data in two-dimensional format, given to a heterogeneous group in an auditorium. Serious 
and dangerous situations and life-threatening occurrences may arise as the consequences 
of such approaches.  
Furthermore, if the participants miss essential information and do not provide 
comments and ideas with their specific experiences and proficiencies, the commander’s 
intent could be totally different if specific circumstances could be avoided and situations 
prevented. Moreover, all commanders of the subunits have to travel from their command 
posts to the higher echelon’s CP to get the briefing or to participate at the commander’s 
mission planning. Regardless of the risk, it consumes much time, which nobody has during 
an operation. 
Therefore, using emerging technologies to enhance the entire decision-making 
process is worth striving for. Using the technology to increase the possibilities enhance 
current procedures and take advantage of the benefits it brings, is not only desirable - it is 
important and necessary. 
C. RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
The following research questions were identified: 
• Is it feasible to design and develop an augmented environment such that tactical 
situations and planned missions can be comprehensibly visualized using only 
commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) products? 
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• What type of novel user interactions and input modalities would be best suited 
to support intuitive interaction in tactical situations and planned mission 
environment? 
D. SCOPE 
This master thesis’s scope is to design and develop a prototype of a mission 
planning tool using augmented reality (AR) technology. The work includes a feasibility 
study and determines the viability of creating an advanced virtual sand-table application 
with mission planning capabilities by using low-cost COTS products.  
The research was limited to the design and development of laying forces down to a 
real-world-data-based sand table that uses a real-world terrain description, the 
implementation of an intuitive user interface using only NATO symbols and a possibility 
for a “feet on the ground” experience (a first-person perspective for viewing the terrain). 
While an informal test of the prototype was not done many times during the development 
of the prototype, a formal usability study was not conducted. 
E. APPROACH 
This work starts with a literature review that lays the background and common 
understanding of terminology, the characteristics and capabilities of the existing VR and 
AR technology. It is followed by the task analyses that describe the application domain, its 
current practices, standards of performance, gaps and needed capabilities, and to identify 
the needs that users exercise to achieve the desired task objectives and goals. The design 
and development of the prototype is followed by a feasibility study, analysis, and 
discussion of the results. The work concludes with a summary of the results and 
suggestions for future work. 
F. THESIS STRUCTURE 
Chapter II provides a common understanding of needed terminology. It compares 
and discusses existing technology and highlights their advantages and disadvantages 
regarding the thesis purposes. Chapter III outlines the design goals set up to achieve the 
desired results of this effort. It includes the analysis of user needs and design goals of the 
overall application and its individual modules. Chapter IV provides the details of prototype 
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development and description of how the desired goals were achieved. Chapter V discusses 
the results and outcomes of the research effort and evaluates the final. Chapter VI 
highlights the conclusions of the work on this thesis and suggests future work. 
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II. BACKGROUND 
A. MISSION PLANNING PROCESS 
“Mission planning process” (MPP) is not an exclusive military term or procedure, 
nor is it only executed within the military domain. In almost every organization a procedure 
is established for making a problem manageable, for defining a specific goal, and for 
developing a course of action to reach this goal by filtering and weighing advantages and 
disadvantages properly. In short: this type of tool is a vehicle that helps the user to make 
most-likely the optimal plan of how to achieve their goals. But for this master thesis’ intent, 
the military domain will be the focus. 
1. Definition 
One definition of an MPP precisely fits non-military organizations and their intents 
and is even more suitable for the military domain:  
It is in this dialectic process that operations are designed, and operational 
strategies are formulated. The planning process is key to understanding how 
an operation works because it provides the conceptual bridge between the 
[…] aims and objectives on the one hand and the operational means and 
resources on the other. Furthermore, the planning dynamic does not only 
govern the decision-making running up to the launch of an operation, but 
also the maintaining of […] oversight by means of periodic mission 
reviews. (Mattelaer, 2010) 
The options a commander can choose from to make a well-thought and well-
prepared decision results from well-structured and detailed operational planning. Many 
factors, variables and requirements must be considered, because too many un-assessable 
consequences can flow from an easily-made decision. This important structure, the defined 




Over the decades, many MPPs have been established within the military domain, 
each slightly different from the other, adjusted to each purpose of the unit. Nevertheless, 
they all have this common structure: 
1. Identify problem or goal to reach 
2. Frame the problem / goal and defining the objectives 
3. Develop course of actions (COA) 
4. Simulate all possible COA, if possible 
5. Compare the COA 
6. Conduct decision brief in order to elicit a decision 
7. Develop and transition orders of COA 
The goal to reach is mainly based on the key outcome from the intelligence branch 
and their reconnaissance or given by higher command; the other steps are eligible for 
enhancement using up-to-date XR1-technology. We will discuss this in III.B Task Analysis. 
B. VISUALIZATION 
Paul Milgram, Fumio Kishino, Haruo Takemura and Akira Utsumit presented a 
simplified version of the reality-virtuality continuum, as shown in Figure 1.  
                                               
1 Extended Reality (see II.B.3 Further terms of interest) 
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Figure 1. Reality-Virtuality Continuum According to Milgram & Kishino. 
Source: Milgram et al. (1995). 
We superimposed known examples of VR and AR system over the figure that 
represents a reality-virtuality continuum, and derived from this the currently best provided 
overview of the RV continuum shown in Figure 2; this helps provide a solid foundation for 
understanding the different technology areas and their use cases (actual systems).  
 
Figure 2. Adapted Milgram’s/Kishino’s RV Continuum. Source: 
Electricbadger (2007). 
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At the point when a new technology is born and companies become interested, 
several slightly different terms emerge, each adapted to fit a company’s purposes, 
intentions, and preferences.  
In order to visualize computer-generated objects for human eyes and use those 
images to support operators’ tasks, there are two major technologies of interest for this 
project: virtual reality and augmented reality. 
Other terms like “mixed reality (MR),” “extended reality (XR),” “immersive 
experience,” “360° video” and “spatial computing” are briefly described in II.B.3 Further 
terms of interest. 
1. Virtual Reality 
In recent years, virtual reality (VR) technology has advanced rapidly. Additionally, 
companies started using VR for learning and analysis purposes, in training environments 
and in development areas. This is especially the case for the domains in areas where the 
operating conditions can be potentially very dangerous for human operators or where one 
small mistake could lead to dramatic consequences; in those cases, companies take full 
advantage of VR. The example domains include the military, medicine/surgery, or flight 
simulators (military or civilian). 
a. Definition 
Several definitions of VR have been used in the past. Depending on when the 
definition was made and the related domain for which it was stated, “virtual reality” has a 
wide range of interpretations. Generally, “Virtual” is used for “being something in essence 
or effect, though not actually or in fact” since the mid of fifteenth century (Online 
Etymology Dictionary, n.d.) and the computer sense of “not physically existing but made 
to appear by software” is attested from 1959 (Online Etymology Dictionary, n.d.). 
The working definition of VR that will be used in this document is: “an artificial 
environment which is experienced through sensory stimuli (such as sights and sounds) 
provided by a computer and in which one’s actions partially determine what happens in the 
environment” (Merriam Webster Thesaurus, n.d.).  
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The way to distinguish VR from augmented reality are in the key words: artificial 
environment. VR has the entire environment created of synthetic information (virtual 
world), while in augmented reality, the computer augments the actual (physical) reality by 
adding simulated (virtual) objects via the sensory field of view (example: visual field of 
view). 
b. Concerns and Safety Risks 
As mentioned, VR technology has improved dramatically in recent years; VR 
supports training of maintenance procedures, helps design industrial systems, instructs in 
how to operate a crane, and many other applications. By increasing the realism and 
providing a fully immersed experience, VR technology has reached the point where it is 
even used in therapies and for “e-learning.” The latter is used to support employee-learning, 
and frequent uses include learning how to talk in groups, collaborate or improve customer 
services with cognitive trainings. The systems that are used to provide different types of 
therapy (e.g., post-traumatic stress disorder or PTSD), are used today quite successfully 
(Beidel et al., 2019; Sherrill et al., 2019). 
Current VR HMD has been designed so that almost everything which could 
potentially distract the user is excluded. Since VR is more often designed for entertainment, 
the reason for this is mostly to provide another reality by trying to eliminate any distraction, 
so that the user will forget they are in a VR. For e-learning this “staying focused” capability 
helps increase the effectiveness of learning and therefore the efficiency of the company 
itself. (Chou & Liu, 2005; Zhang et al., 2017) 
Since all information provided in the VR-world is so much more intense than in the 
real world, and because our brains can barely take short breaks between new inputs, the 
risk of cognitive overload is significant. And if the methods and didactics of the e-learning 
environment are not developed adequately, the risk will be compounded. Normally, even 
if a person stays focused while learning or reading, the brain takes little breaks by briefly 
thinking about other topics and areas of interest. The dopamine level decreases in order to 
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“slow down” and to let the user become tired.2 But most applications are developed in a 
way to keep the user focused or, in the case of games, to keep the dopamine level high (or 
trigger it frequently for a rapid but short peak) (Berridge & Kringelbach, 2008; Gros et al., 
2020; Koepp et al., 1998). 
Besides the symptoms of cognitive overload, like rapidly overwhelming fatigue, 
headache, slight forms of dizziness and lethargy, other symptoms of cybersickness are 
much more unpleasant (see II.D Cybersickness).  
One big disadvantage of the ever-increasing realism of the technology is that it 
becomes much easier to get addicted to this “new world.” Especially within games, where 
users can create a vision of themselves without the weaknesses they suffer from in reality, 
combined with the concept of keeping the dopamine level high and triggering it for short 
peaks as mentioned above, the potential for addiction is dramatically high. (Koepp et al., 
1998; Ortiz de Gortari et al., 2011)  
From a researcher’s point of view, the technology has advanced impressively, but 
the improvements of current solutions are not complete, and we can expect new systems to 
emerge as well. 
2. Augmented Reality 
Augmented reality (AR) technology has improved dramatically in the past decade, 
mainly as a result of the ever-increasing technology improvements. This has also resulted 
in a variety of definitions.  
a. Definition 
Almost all definitions refer to AR as a technology that has “a live direct or an 
indirect view of a physical, real-world environment whose elements are augmented by 
computer-generated sensory input, such as sound, graphics or GPS3 data.” (Grier et al., 
                                               
2 This happens indirectly. Dopamine is a neurotransmitter which causes the sensation of pleasure and 
signals the perceived motional prominence of an achievable goal. As a result, the organism reacts in a way 
to achieve this objective. Decreasing the level let the organism “calm down” and focus (real) needs, like rest 
for recovery. 
3 Global Positioning System 
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2012). This definition fits our purpose very well and we will use it as the working definition 
for the rest of the text. 
b. Concerns and Safety Risks 
AR can be used with a lot of different display solutions (Bimber et al., 2005). Even 
using a regular laptop with a built-in webcam can provide AR experiences by creating a 
“mixed reality,” simply by projecting virtual models as a layer superimposed upon “life 
reality.”  
Nonetheless, the higher-quality experience comes from using AR HMDs. This type 
of display solution has a couple of important advantages: Depending on the type of AR 
HMD and its on-board optical sensors and image processing algorithms, the AR device 
may not be limited to a special room with predefined markers of a tracking system. When 
compared to the AR solutions, the VR systems still need predefined “safe areas”; users 
cannot see the real environment during their interactive session and need to have other 
mechanisms to ensure their safety. 
This leads to a further big advantage: AR technology allows users to collaborate 
easily with other persons without renouncing the important non-verbal communication 
cues—people can see each other clearly unlike VR systems where that is not possible. The 
use of communication types and non-verbal communication cues are described in more 
detail in (White, 2013) and (Müller et al., 2014). 
Besides these advantages, using AR devices has issues as well. AR blurs the border 
between the virtual and real worlds which results in users’ impressions of “modified” 
reality. Besides some potentially addictive side effects, the consequences of some uses of 
AR could be much more dramatic. As mentioned above, AR devices no longer need 
specially prepped real environments and can be used everywhere and all the time. The 
device does not have to be turned off while moving through the real world, which leads to 
the development and use of more mobile applications, mainly for entertainment. This can 
lead to situations in which the user stops paying attention to the real world and events 
around him, which may lead to dangerous and life-threatening situations. For example, the 
AR game Pokémon Go was developed for entertainment; however, the side effect was that 
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the (mainly young) users started spending more time outside moving. In the areas with 
Pokémon Go hotspots, traffic accidents have increased rapidly since 2017; more than 260 
deaths and more than 30,000 injuries nationwide were linked to the game (accidents while 
participating in public life) (Faccio & McConnell, 2018). The saddest and most 
disconcerting fact was that these numbers were the result of the study focused on only a 
five-month period. The numbers presented in the study did not include accidents, such as 
a shooting that resulted from accidently witnessing a robbery (Yancey-Bragg, 2019) or 
consequence that resulted from tragic coincidences (Farzan, 2019). 
Second, the issues about privacy are also present if the users venture outside and 
use an AR device in the real world. AR applications have the ability to collect, analyze, 
and redistribute data. This is especially the case if the device application records real-world 
data in real time and shares that data with servers of companies for further analysis. That 
process raises concerns over privacy rights and security. Furthermore, some AR 
applications additionally collect personal data and information about the user. That type of 
data is not just the usage history; it may also include biometrical data (fingerprint, face 
recognition or the iris structure), making concerns very serious. 
Lastly, the costs of developing AR applications are high. AR solutions are deployed 
in companies and organizations that use them for learning, training, and analysis. Not only 
do the costs of the application life cycle need to be kept very low, the life-cycle 
management must also be considered. All three factors influence the benefits of AR use. 
Despite the disadvantages, the use of AR creates opportunities to save resources 
and support tasks in previously unavailable ways. These characteristics must be focused 
and must be part of future studies.  
3. Further Terms of Interest 
As it happens with other technologies like VR and videoconferencing, once new 
technology reaches its technological maturity and becomes popular, a number of use-cases 
and technology-adjustments emerged, including a wealth of technology-related terms.  
We will introduce the most common terms. 
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Mixed reality (MR): As shown in Figure 2, MR is the entire area between the real 
and virtual environments where computer-created content is blended in the real-
environment of the user. Both AR and “augmented virtuality” are subsets of MR.  
Extended reality (XR): Two different theories have to be mentioned (Mann et al., 
2018): First, XR is an advanced MR wherein the computer-generated virtual object/
environment is not only shown, it can interact with the real-world. Second, the “X” in XR 
should be interpreted as a variable which can stand for any letter. XR represents the overall 
category for any reality which is created or enhanced by virtuality. In this case, instead of 
covering only the area between the real and virtual environment, XR includes every 
“reality” except the real environment.  
Immersive experience: Instead of just presenting objects or environments to the 
user, multiple sensors are used to try and block distractions which will potentially let the 
user remember that it is not real. Especially in the therapy and entertainment domains one 
tries to bypass “normal” sensory processing. (Hearn, 2019) 
360° Video: Is a “technology in which omnidirectional cameras are used to grab a 
spherical video capture of a space, rather than the rectangular capture in traditional 
videography.” (Shukla, 2019) It creates an immersive experience where the user can only 
control the viewing direction but not the location.  
Spatial Computing: Is an umbrella term, first defined by Simon Greenwold in 
2003 (a.k.s.f.): “Spatial computing is human interaction with a machine in which the 
machine retains and manipulates referents to real objects and spaces.” (Greenwold, 2003) 
C. HMD SOLUTIONS FOR MPP PURPOSES: OCULUS QUEST VERSUS 
HOLOLENS V1 VERSUS. HOLOLENS V2  
As mentioned in II. /A. Mission Planning, using an HMD during an MPP would be 
highly beneficial when the users need to frame a problem, analyze it, and define a goal.  
In order to use an HMD efficiently within a collaborative MPP, the system must 
have important capabilities like hand tracking, the ability to see collaborating participants 
and the capability to use it everywhere without long preparation. 
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Therefore, the best candidate VR HMD which can potentially provide both “must-
haves” is the Oculus Quest. There are some other HMDs, but instead of limiting the 
navigation space using hardwired or even wireless connection to a (desktop) computer like 
other VR headsets do, the Oculus Quest (II.C.1) is a standalone all-in-one device that 
allows six degrees of freedom4 (DOF) navigation (Figure 3). 
 
Figure 3. Six Degrees of Freedom. Source: GregorDS (2015). 
1. Oculus Quest 
The Oculus Quest (Figure 4) is provided with two separate hand controllers that 
allow a user to interact with the virtual environment and manipulate objects within it. These 
controllers are not only equipped with buttons and joysticks, more importantly they contain 
the sensors that support the recognition of all user movements in three-dimensional space.  
                                               
4 Moving forward/back, up/down, left/right, yaw, pitch, roll 
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Figure 4. Oculus Quest. Source: Facebook Technologies (2019). 
The hand-tracking precision of the Quest is more than satisfying, although it was 
tested for gaming use cases (CNET & Stein, 2019; Stein, 2019). Nonetheless, the 
processing power of the Oculus Quest is limited and leads to quality of graphics that are 
not entirely satisfying (Figure 5). Assuming that this limitation could be handled by 
developing not a game but a detailed virtual (small) environment, which is absolutely 
sufficient for the purpose of a mission planning environment (MPE), the Oculus Quest has 
to handle one additional task - the ability to see other users. That capability unfortunately 
does not exist in the case of the VR display solutions. 
As noted before, the see-through capability is needed because having an 
unobstructed view of other users’ facial expressions, making eye-contact and using hand 
and body gestures is very important for collaborative work. Since the graphic three-
dimensional reconstruction technology for portable stand-alone HMDs is not sophisticated 
enough to simulate a real person’s non-verbal cues, the Oculus Quest has to provide a small 
window in the field of view (FOV) area with a live stream of the captured real-world 
situation around the user. The upside, which is also a downside in the case of the Oculus 
Quest hand-tracking system, is that it includes a view from four cameras in a form of a 
grayscale black and white video stream. While that video stream is beneficial for the lower 
computational power needed to support the head and hand tracking as well as the small 
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“picture-in-picture” live stream, the same view is not sufficient to support full collaboration 
of other users. 
  
Figure 5. Oculus Quest—Hand Tracking Real World versus VR. Source: 
Carrasqueria (2019). 
Unfortunately, an additional concern using a VR HMD during an MPP is that such 
a session usually takes up to an hour without a break. During the MPP, the user would be 
exposed to the light that emanates from the screens inside a fully immersive display 
(HMD). Furthermore, when powered the device emits heat and radiation which can become 
at least inconvenient.  
Using an AR HMD which provides a native see-through display avoids the side 
effects mentioned in connection with the VR HMD. Another benefit of using such a device 
is that it is computationally much cheaper to calculate the projection of the computer-
generated objects into the user’s FOV, than to generate an entire virtual environment 
adjusted to the user’s physical movements. Currently, the best devices (in this author’s 
opinion) are the Microsoft HoloLens version 1 and the updated version 2. 
2. HoloLens Version 1 and 2 
In contrast to the Oculus Quest, the HoloLens v1 (Figure 6) comes without any 
separate but needed controller. Only one additional input device is included: the “clicker” 
that allows a user to confirm a selection of the virtual object seen in the HMD. Instead of 
being dependent on this input source for tracking the user’s movements and inputs, the role 
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of this device is to make it more comfortable for selecting virtual objects and using the 
HoloLens over an extended time. 
 
Figure 6. HoloLens 1—Explosion View. Source: Behance (n.d.). 
As shown in Figure 7, HoloLens 1 (HL1) uses grayscale cameras as well. In this 
case, however, all four cameras are only used for tracking purposes (of the head, the hands, 
and the environment, to be precise). If the user wants to record the combined visual 
information, i.e., the view of the real-world view augmented with virtual objects, the 
HoloLens uses the standard color video camera and combines that view with a stream of 
images of the virtual objects in an mp4 file. Further, in order to keep track of the space 
around the user, the HL1 has a depth camera as well, which provides further information 
for the tracking system. 
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Figure 7. HoloLens 1—Sensors. Source: Microsoft et al. (2019). 
There are a couple of differences between the updated version and the HL1. Since 
the comparison is made regarding their use in MPPs, we will discuss four major 
differences. 
The first, and a very important improvement, is the FOV. Namely, it was announced 
as “more than twice as large as the original” (Alex Kipman, MWC2019, Barcelona). While 
the HL1 has a FOV of 30 degrees, the HL2 provides a 52-degree FOV. The common 
understanding of FOV-measurements uses the diagonal distances. Therefore, it is 
important to note that the announcement is related to the calculated area which is visible to 
the user.  
Another important specification of the updated version is the longer battery life - 3 
hours in HL2 vs. 2.5 in HL1. Furthermore, the weight of the device is reduced, and a much 
more powerful processor and a couple of additional sensors are onboard HL2. The added 
eye-tracking capability could be very useful for developing a very efficient mission 
planning tool. 
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Additionally, not only because the updated version is lighter, it is more ergonomic 
as announced by Microsoft (Alex Kipman, MWC2019, Barcelona). Related to both 
technical illustrations, shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8, it is most likely that at least the 
balance of weights was improved significantly. The MPP session often lasts for an 
extended period, which makes balance and weight quite important factors, as well. 
 
Figure 8. HoloLens 2 Hardware. Source: Microsoft and Cooley (2019). 
The HL2 has an additional advantage regarding its use for MPP. The entire display 
unit can be flipped up (Figure 9) without turning it off or taking the entire device off. This 
feature is a significant improvement and a huge benefit for its use in MPP. Not only because 
it is sometimes much more comfortable to glance down for a moment, relaxing the eyes or 
reorienting if necessary, sometimes it is important to talk while looking directly at another 
person without looking through a device. 
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Figure 9. HoloLens 2 Flipped-Up Display Unit. Source: Microsoft (2019b). 
As the stand-alone-VR technology is currently not advanced enough to visualize 
real persons and mimic facial expressions in real time, AR devices are currently the right 
choice for MPP.  
Since October 2019, the most advanced HMD using AR is Microsoft’s HL2. 
Although the VR devices are currently not suitable for significantly improving MPPs, the 
expensive purchase of an HL2 for each unit should be considered. If improving the MPP 
will lead to a large impact for the unit operation, e.g., it will provide superior planning in 
task-forces units, decision-making of the deployed units during combat missions, etc., the 
device would be well worth its price. 
D. CYBERSICKNESS 
A discussion about XR solutions also needs to address their unintended 
consequences. There are different approaches to defining cybersickness. For this thesis, we 
define cybersickness as “distinct from motion sickness in that the user is often stationary 
but has a compelling sense of self motion through moving visual imagery” (LaViola, 2000).  
Cybersickness is typically connected to the use of AR/VR environments and 
devices (mostly HMDs) or even to simulators. In the case of using simulators, like flight 
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simulators, more factors and symptoms have to be considered, such as cybersickness and 
motion sickness could be seen as parts of the complexity of simulator sickness. 
1. Theories 
There are different theories about the causes of cybersickness.  
The first theory is the Sensory Conflict Theory. In short, human sensory systems 
help determine where the body is in space. Therefore, the brain combines all information 
the human sensory systems provide: visual feedback, touch information (feet touching the 
ground), vestibular sensory system. Normally, the previously mentioned senses and the 
internal expectations agree, but if there is a disagreement, also called conflict, sickness 
symptoms will occur (Thornton & Bonato, 2013; Weech et al., 2018). 
For instance, the conflict could be caused by the end-to-end latency in the system. 
This delay between the action of the user and the system feedback, or by discrepancy of 
the movement, which means, the movement is not represented correctly in the VR (e.g., 
rotating 90 degrees in real but only 75 degrees in VR) will lead to a disagreement in the 
human sensory system. 
Another theory is the Postural Instability Theory. This theory was first stated by 
Fukuda (Fukuda, 1976), and further explored and described in publications by Stoffregen, 
T. A. et al. in 2013. They started proving the theory by conducting a series of experiments, 
approved in advance by the University of Minnesota (Stoffregen et al., 2013), which 
indicated a correlation between postural instability and motion sickness. There are 
differences between this theory and the Sensory Conflict Theory in detail, but since both 
refer to the same sensory systems and the effects of discrepancies, both are mainly related 
to each other.  
The Poison Theory’s approach is that cybersickness symptoms are caused by the 
body’s misinterpretation due to conflicts in the human sensory system. The brain 
misinterprets the conflict as a result of an ingested substance, i.e., poison. The theory is not 
established entirely, due to doubts related to missing explanations. (LaViola, 2000) 
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Lastly, the Reflexive Eye Movement Theory. This theory is not highly established 
but should be mentioned for sake of completeness. In short, the theory states that just the 
eye movement caused by a retinal slip leads to cybersickness (Flanagan et al., 2004; Yang 
et al., 2011).  
2. CS Symptoms 
Other cybersickness symptoms can be much more intense and unpleasant. The 
longer the user stays in the environment which causes the sickness, the more intense one 
or more symptoms are, since they are directly influenced by the exposure duration 
(Mazloumi Gavgani et al., 2017). Regularly mentioned symptoms are (LaViola, 2000): 




• Dryness of mouth 






Since the symptoms are a reaction of the body due to the situation and stimuli, it is 
not uncommon that several symptoms arise shortly one after another. 
3. CS Hazards due to Intense Light Exposure  
In contrast to motion sickness, cybersickness deals with the risks and symptoms 
which are only caused by using displays or mainly HMDs. Besides the cognitive overload, 
significant irritations and symptoms are caused directly through the user’s eye.  
The invention of wearable XR headsets creates great opportunities but also causes 
hazards because the synthetized visual sensory information has to enter the user’s eye. 
Differentiating wearable headsets in simple wearable displays and wearable binocular see-
through displays will exemplify the serious influences on human eyes. 
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First, a simple wearable display uses one display inside the HMD, or a separate 
display for each eye. However, in current implementations, those displays are not curved 
which causes some irritation while the eye tries to focus on objects within the wide FOV 
(Figure 10). (Legerton et al., 2018) 
 
Figure 10. Different Distances when Using Flat Display in HMD. Source: 
Legerton et al. (2018). 
Since the display is very close to the user’s eye, every device has to include efficient 
lenses which simulate a more natural viewing distance of the objects displayed and allow 
the eyes to focus on the images represented on that display. The technical characteristics 
of this setup are well understood. Although the mechanism is well established, it cannot 
entirely eliminate the effects mentioned above.  
The second kind of device that we studied is the binocular see-through device with 
and without eye tracking. Generally speaking, every commercial AR HMD solution has 
the component setup, as shown in Figure 11. 
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Figure 11. Component Setup of Wave-Guided Channels and Reflectors for 
AR Visualization. Source: Legerton et al. (2018).  
Although there is an output grating for each eye, and up-to-date devices have the 
possibility to adjust the angle with rotatable mirrors to minimize irritation caused by blurs 
or fuzziness, it is still not a natural environment for the user’s eye. In particular, the much 
more intense blue light exposure (specifically beamed into user’s eye) easily leads to 
asthenopia, eyestrain and finally to more uncomfortable symptoms of cybersickness like 
headache, fatigue, and sleep disorders (Legerton et al., 2018, pp. 52–61). 
More serious are the consequences of the HEV5-light exposure (Behar-Cohen et 
al., 2011; Zhao et al., 2018). Figure 12 shows where the high-energy-visible (HEV) light 
is located in the spectrum of visible light.  
                                               
5 High Energy Visible - Light 
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Figure 12. Visible Light Spectrum. Source: Körner (2019). 
Almost every up-to-date device (e.g., televisions, smartphones, tablets, monitors, 
car displays) is based on LED6  technology with its bright, clear and highly intense, colorful 
light. It benefits companies to produce top-rated-high-performance displays, but it might 
also be harmful to the user in more ways than originally known (Behar-Cohen et al., 2011). 
Especially since this LED and QLED7 technology became common, the exposure to 
emitted light has rapidly increased. Modern light technology is used almost everywhere; 
not only in the previously mentioned LEDs, we can find it in form of CFL bulbs (compact 
fluorescent), as well, which additionally leak the more harmful and carcinogenic ultra 
violet radiation (Nicole, 2012). 
The human eyes regulate light exposure by adjusting the size of the pupil. With 
sunglasses, where the user’s eye cannot react properly because the sunlight is no longer 
dazzling, the glasses filter the non-visible harmful ultraviolet light, such that no harm will 
                                               
6 Light Emitting Diode 
7 Quantum dot LED 
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occur as the pupil stays wide. Commonly, electronic devices are not used wearing 
sunglasses or with the brightest, inconvenient light settings. Using it “commonly” leads to 
a high exposure of HEV-light to the eye, by itself. Furthermore, manufacturers use the 
“cold” white LED light to create a more futuristic and evolved technology feeling. The 
downside is, that the colder the LED light is, the more harmful blue light is emitted. 
The visible light spectrum ranges from 380nm to ~770nm wavelength. The lower 
the wavelength, the more harmful since the energy increases (Brune, 2018, pt. 6.3 equation 
6.2a). In 2008 a study conducted by Essilor and Paris Vision Institute proved that the most 
harmful wavelength of the visible light part is between 415 nm and 455nm and causes 
serious degenerative changes to the retina with its indispensable cells to make light stimuli 
interpretable for the human brain (Giannos et al., 2019) (Figure 13). 
 
Figure 13. Location and Structure of the Retina. Source: Heiting (2017). 
In contrast to the degenerating effects of HEV-light, the “good” blue light is used 
by the human body for controlling the produce of hormone “melatonin.” When the sun 
rises, the “good” blue light level increases, and the body inhibits the production of the 
hormone. A higher melatonin level signals the brain that it is sleep time, and a lower level 
works equivalently. The high exposure of blue light produced by digital devices can cause 
a disruption of the entire sleep cycle. Lack of sleep can worsen the following conditions 
and diseases: increased risk of heart attacks, obesity, diabetes, and following that path, 
cancer, depression, and so on.  Especially, when redirecting and bundling the light directly 
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into the user’s eye, as HMD does (Figure 11), these risks have to be considered and 
mitigated.  
E. THE AUGMENTED REALITY SANDTABLE (ARES) 
1. Intent and Definitions 
The Augmented REality Sandtable (ARES) was a research project using 
inexpensive, readily available commercial technology to enable new possibilities for 
terrain visualization and learning via a tangible user interface (Amburn et al., 2015). The 
overall intent was to enhance training and include a simulation of geo-specific terrain by 
the means of human-machine interaction (Figure 14).  
 
  
Figure 14. ARL’s Augmented REality Sandtable. Source: Lynne (2015). 
The sand table was intended to improve spatial awareness and understanding of the 
(combat) situation, increase collaboration among different participants and support the 
development of a common operational picture. But most important, it shall create the 
opportunity for joint mission planning with connected ARES tables by decreasing the time 
to develop the 3d-terrains and scenarios (Amburn et al., 2015). 
2. How It Works 
The system included the use of the inexpensive commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) 
technology and AR. To reach this goal, ARES used:  
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• a Microsoft Kinect sensor to capture the three-dimensional shape of the 
sand terrain shaped by the users, 
• a commercial notebook to create different maps of the sand topography 
and provide a possibility for human-machine interaction, 
• and a commercial projector to project the map onto the sand table below. 
Besides the obviously needed sand table (including the actual sand), a commercial 
monitor gave the opportunity to set up the ARES software and enable interaction options.  
3. Advantages / Disadvantages 
Besides the possibility of creating a battle situation in a well-known sand table and 
enhancing it with the textures that represent the terrain and units, the most important 
advantage of ARES is the opportunity to ensure a common understanding of a mission and 
situation from different perspectives.  
Compared to other conventional frontal-briefings, where the entire auditorium has 
the same (limited) view, ARES allows users to get a common understanding of the situation 
from different locations around the sand table. Further, using ARES to support mission 
planning, the specialists of each branch can see the current situation from their perspective 
as they stand around the sand table. They can also engage in discussion with other people 
who participate in the session and provide their assessment and evaluation of the presented 
option from their specific point of interest. Since the size of ARES is limited (it can 
accommodate a limited number of people who can stand around the sand table), a network-
based solution is also available. That type of system allows people to share, discuss and 
plan trainings or operations from their remote locations. Furthermore, the ARES software 
allows the user to move the units with an enabled range-of-view, which gives the possibility 
of planning unit locations more efficiently. 
On the other hand, the system has a substantial disadvantage: using ARES for 
collaboration planning requires an identical height map (terrain features mimicked by the 
heaps of sand) and the exact same tactical situation. Sharing the situation is simply realized 
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by using a network connection. But ensuring the same height map requires a very precise 
rebuild based on a common information source. This precision depends highly on the 
person and their skills to rebuild it.  
The ARES system uses a box filled with real play-sand, which ensures an easy build 
or modification of the model (Amburn et al., 2015). That type of building material also 
brings huge disadvantages: the accuracy of a model is not very high and, further, there is 
significant risk of model damage by even a soft bump against the table that carries the box 
with the sand (Global Zone, 2014; The Augmented REality Sandtable (ARES) (Video), 
n.d.). The probability of damaging the model increases even more in cases of ARES being 
used by a large group of people who collaborate and move around the table. 
4. Discussion in Terms of Using ARES as Mission Planning Tool 
Using ARES as mission planning tool gives a great opportunity to a group of users 
to create a common understanding of a situation and evaluate a plan of action by the 
specialists from different viewpoints. This avoids misinterpretations and 
misunderstandings, which can lead to disastrous situations. The capability of ARES to 
support remote collaboration is notable - a diverse team can plan missions with all required 
personal, whether they are collocated physically in the headquarters or at remote sites. 
Depending on the mission that the team is working on, the precision of the terrain 
augmented with the projection is at least important. Since ARES uses play-sand the 
required accuracy of the physical shape of the terrain could not be ensured. Further, since 
mission planning is a collaboration, every participant, whether local or remote, should have 
the same picture of the situation (as discussed earlier). However, mission planning is also 
needed by subordinate units that have a lower level of command; in those cases, the 
topological height map becomes even more important. Since the size of the terrain which 
could be built in ARES is limited, the highest level of command that could be planned is 
battalion-level. To find a proper location for each platoon within the company area of 
responsibility, the built terrain map must be more precise than for the higher command. 
Therefore, contrary to decreasing the level of command, getting closer to the platoon level 
the need for the precision of the terrain and the necessity for more detail increases. For 
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example, the shape of the hills become more important when considering the lines of sight 
and cover for the units. Likewise, the buildings are of greater interest for the course of 
action and distance of a unit to the FLOT (Forward Line of Own Troops [FLOT]). 
5. Conclusion 
The general idea conveyed through ARES solutions is a step in the right direction. 
If we consider the original intent of the research to enhance a conventional sand table with 
AR and low-cost COTS products, the result of this project is important and impressive. 
However, if the intent is to use this system as an accurate mission planning tool, the size 
and the network-based collaboration solution are not adequate. 
F. MARINE CORPS TACTICAL DECISION KIT—HOLOLENS 
SANDTABLE 
1. Introduction 
In 2017, the United States Marine Corps (USMC) deployed a new training kit. It 
included Office of Naval Research (ONR) sponsored software, and a tactical decision kit. 
The software was developed in close cooperation with the 2nd Battalion, 6th Marines (2/
6), based in Camp Lejeune, North Carolina, and it supported different training levels to 
ensure stepwise education and a good training experience. The MCTDK8 included five 
sub-kits of different levels with their skill requirements, as shown in Figure 15 (USMC 
RCO, 2017). As a second training part, the software used a virtual sand table, visualized 
with HoloLens, first version (HL1).  
                                               
8 Marine Corps Tactical Decision Kit 
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Figure 15. MCTDK Packages. Source: USMC RCO (2017). 
2. System Advantages  
Clearly, the virtual sand table of MCTDK and the sand table of this thesis project 
have aspects in common, and the most obvious one is that they both use Microsoft’s 
HoloLens. But as Col. James Jenkins, former director for the Science and Technology 
Division, Marine Corps Warfighting Laboratory/Future Directorates, said: “the value of 
the system is in the ability of squads and small units to run and re-run the same scenario 
with detailed after-action feedback.” (Duffi, 2017). This was the purpose the kit was 
developed for. The integration of training solutions coupled in that kit for training purposes 
was highly useful. The trainee—a future decision-maker or even a commander of a small 
unit - can train, sharpen, or develop new decision-making skills. A significant and 
absolutely necessary capability of an after-action-review was also provided within this 
professional LVC training environment. However, test, trainings or skill-development 
could be conducted within the barracks, thus saving many resources. 
3. System Shortcomings 
The MCTDK sand table project has a big disadvantage: it uses small example 
terrains which can simulate decisions and their results the marine made for his squad or 
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smaller units, like a squad, but it does not provide enough information, space and 
capabilities for a full-scale MPP.  
As stated by Col. Jenkins, “the value of the system is in the ability of squads and 
small units to run the same scenario multiple times […]. Here’s the debrief, here’s who 
shot whom, when, and here’s why - and go back and get better every time.” (Duffi, 2017) 
Besides limiting the training audience to small units, the lack of simulation of entity 
movements, the connection requirements to additional computers, and the missing 
planning capability within the application is significant. The simulated sand table only 
provides another perspective for evaluating the situation.  
Compared to a training, an MPP is solely based on the facts and decision-makers 
on any level will not make decisions based on assumptions which were made by a computer 
internally for simulation purposes. Using a computer simulation to represent the data that 
were generated or collected (facts), is the foundation every commander will take. Only the 
commander decides where assumptions were made to get more clear results. The computer 
should only support him by generating perfect representations of those facts. 
Furthermore, with respect to a purpose of real combat situations, the sand table 
terrain cannot be changed easily to the area of interest (e.g., next object). The MRTK 
terrains are predeveloped (modeled) and not changeable. Additionally, a crucial capability 
for portable MPP is the scalability of the sand table in order to adjust the size to different 
locations (command post, forward command post, office) while ensuring the correct ratio 
of the terrain and its entities. 
G. CHAPTER SUMMARY 
In this chapter we reviewed necessary background literature. We provided a 
common understanding of terminology as foundation and introduced AR technology and 
its characteristics. We also presented two HMDs, discussed cybersickness and the risks it 
poses to users, and two applications which are in the same category as our work. 
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III. SYSTEM DESIGN 
As previously mentioned, cost and benefit analysis has always been a key factor in 
considering the value of a specific system. Both elements must be evaluated and assessed 
for every invention and any investment across the services. However, to determine the limit 
and the value at which costs exceed benefits is much more difficult, or almost impossible, 
if human lives must be considered.  
But what if these costs could be kept low while the key task and procedure could 
be improved by using an up-to-date technology? That is the challenge addressed in this 
thesis. 
A. INTRODUCTION 
This chapter provides the main purposes and describes the major design goals that 
were addressed during development. The results of the design process led to the choice of 
an appropriate up-to-date device with the potential for improving the key procedure we 
introduced before - the MPP as the root of every mission, training operation and campaign. 
B. TASK ANALYSIS-BASED DESIGN REQUIREMENTS 
To choose an appropriate device suitable for use during an MPP, we first inspected 
II.A Mission Planning Process.  
Identification of the problem starts with the reconnaissance and intelligence and the 
resulting information about a situation. Often, the goal-to-reach also results from orders 
based on that information. Every other step is only achievable by iterative dialogue 
between all participants, combining the expertise from everyone and proficiencies of the 
commander’s staff across all branches. 
It is very difficult to combine the results of each branch’s evaluation to get a precise 
overview of the situation and a valid course of action. Important information can get lost 
or misunderstood. Therefore, the commander, or his deputy commander, executes the 
mission planning almost always only with the leaders of each branch and their key 
personnel. 
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However, since all provided outcomes of all branches are presented with different 
methodologies and didactics, important information and key data can get lost between the 
presenter and receiver (a common problem and well-analyzed within the pedagogical 
domain). Especially if the staff is inexperienced or has limited training, difficulties could 
arise.  
Commonly, difficulties and misunderstandings or misinterpretations easily occur 
as a result of straight, single perspective, 2D PowerPoint presentations given to a 
heterogeneous group as in an auditorium. Serious and dangerous situations could occur, 
which could cause potentially life-threatening consequences. Furthermore, if participants 
miss important information and are unable to provide comments and ideas based on their 
specific experiences and proficiencies, the commander’s intent could be totally different. 
Therefore, using up-to-date technology to enhance the entire decision-making 
process is worth striving for, but using it to increase the possibilities and taking advantage 
of the benefits the technology brings, is not only desirable - it becomes necessary. 
Even if the system could provide additional information and could highlight some 
difficulties, identifying the problem would not be the main use area in a MPP. But the 
ability using it to frame the problem, analyze it, and define a goal, etc., would be quite 
helpful.  
If a mission is planned and developed directly through collaboration using this 
system, it would allow for the presentation and creation of a COA. The risks could be 
reduced or even eliminated, and a considerable amount of time could be saved. This is 
especially the case when methods and technologies must be used, which require a high 
level of proficiency or further training. It does not depend on the age if the participant who 
is intended to use these carrier-methods; even common software (e.g., PowerPoint, Excel, 
Word, or SharePoint) provides so many features that usually training is required to use 
those tools efficiently. Preparing the data that will be presented, taking the briefing 
outcomes and the commander’s orders back into their own work progress and repeating it 
again, creates a time-consuming, laborious process which should be minimized or avoided. 
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Instead of briefing the commander and branch leader frequently with the single 
perspective 2D PowerPoint presentation, all briefs could be enhanced by using modern 
technology. Such visualization could be used to project the area of interest (AOI) in 3D 
directly on a display or even experience it as “suspended” in the middle of the room by the 
means of AR technology. Every participant could follow the presentation, understanding 
the intent connected to the “real” AOI and could explore it from the specific point of view 
that suits their specific needs. 
Lastly, particularly during combat missions, decision briefs are often extremely 
time-consuming and indirectly dangerous as well. Every commander visits different places 
within his unit’s AOI to get a precise picture of the situation, to understand the perspectives 
of his subunit commanders or to plan the implementation and execution of his higher 
command’s intent. In addition to all this travel between one’s own command post (CP) and 
the forward CP, the higher command frequently conducts their decision brief at their CP 
which every commander and key personnel of the subunits must attend.  
For instance, the brigade commander and his staff developed a COA in order to 
execute the division commander’s intent. Every battalion commander, and every 
commander of a unit attached to his chain of his command must participate in the decision 
brief and will travel from their CP to the brigade CP. After receiving his orders and 
understanding the brigade commander’s intent, he conducts a MPP at his level of 
command, after returning to his CP. This leads into a decision brief where all company 
commanders, and every commander of a unit attached to his chain of his command, must 
participate, requiring travel and engagement within a dangerous battlespace.  
Ideally, using up-to-date technology, which would project the developed mission 
plan including the AOI in the middle of a room or attached to a surface, collaborators could 
see, hear, and understand it—wherever he/she may be. It would no longer be necessary to 
cover those significant physical distances in order to get a decision brief or, for a high-
value-asset commander, develop the plan with the staff.  
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Figure 16. Avatar Sand Table by James Cameron. Source: David (2010). 
Obviously, there is no technology available which could provide holograms as seen 
in movies like Avatar (Figure 16). But fortunately, current technology can provide well-
detailed and interactable presentations, achieved by different kinds of displays. For the 
purpose of a three-dimensional, interactable model that allows all degrees of freedom 
(DOF) to the user, HMDs are predestined. 
In order to use an HMD efficiently within a collaborated MPP, one very important 
point and necessary capability is hand-tracking. Since we use our hands not only for 
communication with others, but also for naturally interacting with the device and the 
system, the HMD should recognize gestures very precisely. Further, in order to collaborate 
effectively the second capability required for the HMD is that the user must be able to see 
the collaborating participants and to always be aware of the surrounding situation. 
Besides all crucial features and characteristics mentioned before (precise hand-
tracking, see-through-capabilities, adjustable brightness, collaboration capabilities, etc.), 
some preferences are not essential, but desirable. 
When combat or training is progressing and the next plan has to be developed, it is 
quite helpful to have the possibility for “zooming” in and to see the terrain from a “first 
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person view” perspective. Depending on much detail is in the developed model, this 
different perspective can be extremely beneficial. In particular, the “One World Terrain”-
Project of the University of South California, Institute for Creative Technologies, can 
provide precisely fresh-captured terrain of literally everywhere in the shortest time 
(McAlinden, 2020). 
C. DESIGN GOALS  
As previously mentioned, one necessary capability for an HMD used within a MPP 
is that the user must be able to see the real environment during the session. Since planning, 
conducting, and successfully executing a mission is always achieved by a team, it is 
necessary to face the MPP participants and interact with all collaborators (in-person or 
remotely).  
During the development, the discussion of solutions and the demonstrations of 
ideas, all members have to be aware of two different situations - within the virtual 
environment as well as the situation in the real world at the same time. Besides the benefit 
of using two different “dimensions” for exchanging information, one significant advantage 
is that an important situation-progress or time-critical intelligence outcome can be reported 
without any delay by simply switching from the virtual to the “real” reality. The 
commander and all participants (generally referred to as “the users”) shall always be aware 
of the real world and their surrounding situation. Furthermore, using both “dimensions” for 
development, e.g., using a whiteboard in reality for sticking notes, making sketches and 
explain using pictures, and on the other hand, demonstrating ranges of units, distances or 
other information within the VR, offers the opportunity to become highly efficient. 
By taking benefit of the HMD’s portability, the application should be “adjustable,” 
as well. It is critical for the user to have the possibility of adjusting the sand table’s size to 
the real environment, to rotate or even to pin it to a real surface everybody can see (e.g., a 
real table). Furthermore, all details of it as well as all objects attached to it should scale 
properly.  
One very important capability is how intuitive the entire application is. Other 
available software (II. Background) requires additional time-consuming and difficult 
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preparation (e.g., ARES), long introductions, or further training. An ideal application 
should be easy to use, immediately after a short introduction.  
The intuitively designed application (see III.D Virtual Sand-Table Design and III.E 
User Interface Design) is crucial for achieving high adoption by users. The adoption rate 
is inseparably tied to how smooth the application runs and thus directly to the achieved 
frames-per-second display rate.  
Since every device has limitations in memory, processing power and duration by 
default, the application has to be computationally inexpensive. The most sufficient way to 
influence it is to keep the number of polygons to be calculated per frame as small as 
possible. One goal of the application design will also be to find a possibility of a sufficient 
representation for the user’s purposes while ensuring an “as cheap as possible” frame 
calculation. This will not only influence the entire virtual environment directly, but 
interaction with it as well. 
Lastly, the idea of giving the user a chance to change the perspective could lead to 
a different evaluation of a situation and moreover to a totally different decision. Therefore, 
an additional goal for this application is to create a feature whereby the user can change 
his/her view to a “first person” perspective, where he/she can evaluate the terrain and its 
characteristics properly. 
D. VIRTUAL SAND-TABLE DESIGN 
Not only the sand table itself should be manipulatable - it is crucial that every 
attached object (e.g., units, paths, notes) is modifiable, removeable and adjustable, as well. 
The more adjustment possibilities each object has, the more flexible the entire application 
will be. Offering the user various possibilities without forcing him/her to use them. This 
will ensure usability across a large audience and will increase the acceptance and adoption 
within established procedures. 
The next key attribute is terrain representation. It is extremely important that the 
entire represented area can be customized to the mission’s purpose. This includes replacing 
the terrain with a new AOI as well as editing the current terrain (e.g., by adding texture 
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layers, default objects like urban buildings, and so on). Those features are not intended to 
be used by the MPP participants, of course. They have to stay focused on planning the 
mission. Nonetheless, creating a new real-world-based terrain should either be extremely 
simple or well described in a manual, in order to ensure that every IT-soldier can realize it 
totally, within the military domain, without needing expensive consulting organizations. 
For using a new created or modified terrain for mission planning purposes, it has to 
have a correct ratio, regardless of which technology was used. For using it as an MPP, the 
GPS’s provided precision of the United States Geological Survey’s National Elevation 
Dataset (USGS, 2020) is more than sufficient.  
As described in the previous chapter, the virtual sand table will have a first-person 
perspective feature, as well. It could be accessed via a separate button or ideally by simply 
clicking on the terrain where the user wants to “stand.” And as one of the most important 
points across all different features and virtual objects: It will be implemented with a cheap 
calculatable design, while still ensuring a proper level of detail in order to create a useful 
opportunity and enhancement in comparison with a traditional sand table.  
E. USER INTERFACE DESIGN 
In order to achieve the above goals, we need to establish a concept of different user 
interfaces. We have to create the possibility that the user can manipulate the entire virtual 
scene and also create an entire scenario efficiently. This all needs to be achieved while 
keeping the computation requirements low as well. 
However, to ensure a user’s adoption and high efficiency with increased 
effectiveness, creating units and other augmentations has to be very intuitive, without 
creating additional effort, and it should save time. For instance, it does not make sense to 
force the user to select his chosen entity type every single time he wants to create one. 
Allowing the user to select the type of an entity and then create as many as he/she wants 
simply by clicking at the position, would be most desirable. 
Therefore, the user interface will be designed to will switch between different 
interface-layouts, each designed for a desired purpose. 
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We will develop one interface to access all manipulation possibilities of the virtual 
environment and a separate one to provide all functionalities needed to create forces and 
to develop a scenario for MPP purposes. Especially for the mission planning interface, we 
have to ensure that it will still be clear, regardless of the different features implemented. 
Therefore, we have to develop a solution to provide all the information the user needs, 
without overwhelming them. 
Moreover, we have to consider that some functions should always be accessible, as 
the user shall always be able to delete or move created entities, to turn the user interface on 
and off, or even to lock or unlock a special capability. 
We can achieve this by dividing the interfaces and extracting some elementary 
functionalities, which we provide to the user with another “permanent interface.” 
At this point we should present the planning process, itself. If the application is 
developed to support the MPP, then the user has to be allowed to move around the sand 
table. If so, we have to ensure that the user does not have to go the entire way back to his/
her original position, just for accessing this “permanent” interface. The interface has to be 
developed in a way which will provide access regardless on which side the user stands and 
interacts with the sand table. 
One approach can be to attach the entire interface to the user’s camera, so he will 
always have access to it. But since the FOV of the HMD is very limited, we should try not 
to waste space the user mainly needs for interaction. Furthermore, the user will become 
easily distracted with something always in his field of view. It would be very straining and 
exhausting to focus the sand table and the attached user interface.  
Therefore, our approach is to create a separate stand-alone user interface as an 
additional manipulatable 3-dimensional object. Realizing this will create a much more 
natural feeling using the application, since the user can scale, rotate or even to pin it to a 
real-world surface like a real board with attached symbols. As a result, we will suffer less 




F. USER INTERACTIONS 
For designing proper user interactions, we have to develop a way to use natural 
gestures. We must use device-specific gestures, while limiting the number of different 
input methods and keeping their number as low as possible. If we use a multitude of 
different input techniques, in the worst case for each user interaction a separate input, the 
application would never be used frequently or adapted for enhancing MPPs; the tool would 
be too complex and special training would be required. That situation would not support 
our design goal.  
Therefore, as a best case, we strived to have only a single type of input technique 
and the system will interpret the user’s intent depending on the situation. Fortunately, as 
we decided in previous chapters, the device we selected for this effort (HoloLens v1) is a 
COTS product, with a special-awareness function. Now we can not only recognize whether 
the user is trying to interact with a virtual object that was created, but also that the system 
can understand whether he/she wants the virtual object to interact with the real 
environment. 
Besides hand gestures, the single user interaction that will be used in the system 
will be the “click” function; that can be performed by device-specific gesture or simply by 
pressing the clicker-device. 
G. CHAPTER SUMMARY 
Our overall approach is to develop an application which will have important 
characteristics in order to become adapted to many processes and procedures. Therefore, 
we designed it to potentially achieve all the main characteristics which we desired. 
Besides device-dependent characteristics like being physically portable and low 
cost, we still had to consider attributes evaluated from the user’s point of view. For 
example, the system should be easy to use without any further required training, or it has 
to be flexible and easy modifiable in order to adjust it to many purposes and circumstances.  
But most important, the application has to be designed and developed to be “future-
proof”; it must enable easy modification to accommodate growing user needs. The system 
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will create the opportunity for using it for as many purposes as possible, while taking into 
consideration the devices’ limitations, and the need to keep computational power as low as 
possible. This is the crucial design decision; by minimizing computational demands the 
system will enable adding new features to easily adjust it to ever-increasing user needs.  
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IV. SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT 
A. INTRODUCTION 
This chapter provides detailed information about the development of the prototype 
tool; if needed this information could be used to reproduce the results of our work. 
Additionally, we provide a detailed description for captioning and using real-world data in 
order to get a true-scale virtual terrain as a base for a proper mission planning tool. 
Furthermore, we provide a detailed description of the steps that have to be followed to 
connect, deploy and debug the application on the HoloLens device. Last, we give an 
overview of elementary functionalities of the application.  
B. HARDWARE ENVIRONMENT 
The hardware set-up for this project was fairly simple: it included our chosen device 
(HoloLens v1), a desktop computer which met the minimum requirements for running the 
software needed for development (Visual Studio, Unity3D - see chapter IV.C Software 
Environment for further information), and optionally a router to connect the HoloLens and 
computer for transferring the data between the two. 
This project was realized using the following components: 
HoloLens:  
• Version 1 
• Intel 32-bit architecture with TPM 2.0 support 
• Custom-built Microsoft Holographic Processing Unit (HPU 1.0) 
• 64 GB Flash 





• Processor – AMD Ryzen 9 3900x 12 Core / 24 Threads AM4 
• RAM – Corsair 32 GB DDR4 3600MHz C18 
• Drives: 
• Samsung NVMe SSD 860 EVO 1TB 
• Samsung NVMe SSD 850 EVO 500GB 
• Samsung SSD 970 EVO Plus 1TB 
• Graphic Card – ASUS STRIX NVIDIA GeForce GTX 980 4GB GDDR5 
• Main Board – MSI MPG X570 Gaming Pro Carbon WIFI Bluetooth  
We also used the standard Comcast 1-gigabit Gateway XB6 (Figure 17) to deploy 
the application data and to debug the application directly while running on the HoloLens. 
 
Source: Xfinity. Comcast Xfinity Retrieved from June 4, 2020. https://www.xfinity.com/
support/articles/broadband-gateways-userguides 
Figure 17. Comcast Xfinity 1-Gigabit Gateway XB6.  
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C. SOFTWARE ENVIRONMENT 
Software environment included: 
HoloLens software: 
• Windows version 17763.1156.x86fre.rs5_release_svc_prod1.200330-1827 
Computer software (installed on a desktop computer): 
• OS – Windows 10 64 Bit Release 1909 (update KB4550945) 
• 3D-Development Software – Unity3D version 2019.3.7f1 
• SDK – Visual Studio 2019 Professional 
In order to build the needed release of the application, the entire system had to be 
set up properly: The HoloLens device was connected to the computer - both in the 
developer mode - and the 3D-development software as well as the SDK required proper 
settings:  
Mainly, it is necessary to import the Microsoft provided packages in the following 
order) and to change the platform and build settings as shown in Figure 18. 
• Microsoft.MixedReality.Toolkit.Unity.Foundation.2.1.0.unitypackage  
• Microsoft.MixedReality.Toolkit.Unity.Extensions.2.1.0.unitypackage,  
• Microsoft.MixedReality.Toolkit.Unity.Tools.2.1.0.unitypackage, 
• Microsoft.MixedReality.Toolkit.Unity.Examples.2.1.0.unitypackage  
Detailed information is available at the Microsoft’s Mixed Reality Toolkit (MRTK) 
homepage (Microsoft, 2019b). 
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Figure 18. Unity3D Build Setting for HoloLens Deployment 
After setting up Unity3D, the first step in developing an application which will run 
smoothly on the HoloLens is to add the controller to the scene. This will allow 




Figure 19. Adding and Configuring MRTK to Scene 
There are many different configuration possibilities; of special interest are those 
which configure how the user will see the interface (distance, rotation, scale). These setups 
are located within the Unity3D scene (Figure 20 and Figure 21). Further, more settings 
options are located at the parent object of the main camera itself, MixedRealityPlaySpace.  
 
Figure 20. Hierarchy after Adding MRTK 
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Figure 21. MRTK Configuration Window 
Since it is not possible to modify the default settings of the default profiles, 
Microsoft provides an easy way to “clone” the setting of interest right at the panel where it 
is located. Because of the immense number of possible configurations, a detailed 
description of each is beyond the scope of this document. All necessary information is 
available in the online documentation (Microsoft, 2019c). 
For the deployment of the code on HoloLens, three steps are necessary. First, 
Unity3D has to build the application, configured as shown in Figure 18. Second, the Unity 
build has to be opened in Visual Studio in order to recompile the application for deploying 
it to the HoloLens. Third, build the package and deploy it to the HoloLens. 
The needed configurations for deploying to a HoloLens are shown in Figure 22: 
• Choosing the solution configuration (in this case Master), depends on the 
developer’s intent 
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• Setting Solution Platform to the HoloLens architecture (x86) 
• Depending how the HoloLens is connected to the computer, choosing the 
connection type (in this case remote machine) 
• Setting up the connection (in this case the HoloLens’s IP is 10.0.0.201) 
  
Figure 22. Deployment of the Software from Visual Studio to the HoloLens 
Device 
Since the HoloLens has to be in developer mode, a pairing of both devices could 
be necessary. Depending on the connection type, this can also be done via the HoloLens 
Device Portal. For detailed information see (Barnett & Microsoft, 2019). 
D. SYSTEM / SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE 
Although we did not focus on implementing a network-based collaboration feature, 
we have chosen an application architecture “0-2” to prepare an easy integration for it when 
it gets developed. Selecting “0-2” indicates one base which will serve as overall manager 
and the application itself divided into two parts.  
That same concept was also applied to the user interface of the sand-table scene. At 
level 0 the “STManager” script manages every input, and provides one of the two user 
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interfaces, if desired. Moreover, it forwards all user interactions and assigns them to the 
correct interpreter. 
Within the application itself, especially for locating and saving the virtual objects 
positions with respect to the real world, we also had to distinguish between the HoloLens 
OS running in the background, our application’s root-scene, and the user’s desired (and 
loaded) scene.  
Figure 23 shows the initial sketch of the architecture which led to the network-
based collaboration architecture (VI.B Future Work). 
 
Figure 23. Early Sketch of Initial Concept to Handle the Anchor Problematic 
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While the HoloLens OS still captures the real world and provides the results of this 
“spatial awareness” function as method-values we can access, it also gives us the 
opportunity to take advantage of an Anchor-function. This function will not only ensure 
that current virtual objects will be rendered properly with the respect of their position to 
the real world (stays in place while the user is moving in the real world), it also allows 
taking all of this data and using it for our processing purposes.  
Memory and computing power are limited by nature; hence every well-designed 
operation system has a “garbage collector” that destroys no-longer-needed object data. We 
do not consider situations in the past, where the application developer had to handle the 
destruction of objects and to clear the reserved/occupied memory space. We simply enjoy 
the current “luxury” of having not only a single garbage collector at the OS level - Unity 
combined with the SDK and C# will also ensure the cleanliness of our application during 
runtime at a more appropriate level within the application environment. 
Our work takes advantage of those mechanisms instead of forcing the HoloLens to 
compute everything no matter if we need it or not. In that light we divided the entire 
application into manageable parts. Every time the user does not need the manipulation 
interface, the sand table or the mission planning interface, we do not simply hide these 
objects - we destroy them and allow the garbage collector to free the reserved or occupied 
memory of those objects. 
One potential downside of allowing the garbage collector to clean the memory of 
the object is that it will indicate to the OS that the object is no longer accessible (conflict 
management) which will lead to the separation and deletion of the linked anchor-data.  
Therefore, every time the application manager loads the user’s desired scene, all 
data of the current scene’s objects (objects used up to that point in time) will be lost. This 
was our intention. In order to save data we might need later, two possibilities are available 
to programmers: saving each originally created object and therefore all attached data with 
it; or simply saving needed data, deleting the object and, if needed, creating the object of 
same type and finally loading the saved data into it. Although this sounds much more 
complicated, it is much cheaper computationally for the OS. 
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The concept that we just explained is illustrated in Figure 23. Below the “HL”-
object we created an “App” object which symbolizes the application manager, a “Pos” and 
one “Anchor” object. Both are symbols for the needed object data. The scale, rotation, and 
position of the object, all of which are related to the real world, and the virtual world. 
Within the application and depending on the loaded user-scene, the “application manager” 
provides the information to every object which needs it. Finally, in order to let the garbage 
collector know that we still need these objects, we set a “DoNotDestroyOnLoad” flag.  
Instead of saving data to a separate file or saving the entire object which would 
literally waste essential resources, we only saved the data we might need later. This creates 
the situation in which the object only holds the needed data; hence, those objects are 
extremely cheap to compute while the user is running another environment. The result is 
very low and for us creates no measurable impact on the computing rate and usability (via 
framerate). This new structure ensures a much easier implementation of a network-
collaboration feature in the future, including using DES-packages (see VI.B Future Work).  
E. DEVELOPMENT OF TERRAIN AND 3D ASSETS  
In many cases, it is very helpful to have the possibility of using virtual environments 
based on real-world data. This is especially the case when a terrain needs to be used in 
military domains; there it is not only helpful - it is essential that these environments are as 
accurate as possible. Since Unity3D provides functions to create such terrains, one can use 
this opportunity for different real-world data-based virtual environments.  
The easiest but also the most expensive way is to use third-party solutions created 
for the desired (military) purpose. However, these solutions are often especially expensive 
when developed and used for non-personal purposes. To be fair, these solutions often 
provide more functionality, such as real-time tracking of participants (navigation 
application) or connected real-time, up-to-date information provided by Google.  
On the other hand, such functionalities are unnecessary for most purposes, so the 
method introduced below uses just one additional Unity3D asset called Gaia. This asset is 
optional since Unity3D provides all needed functionalities by default. Simply put, Gaia 
provides a new interface where all needed functions are combined and can be triggered in 
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the right order to easily create terrain. Furthermore, the functions mentioned above include 
a couple of methods which automatically generate additional data in the background which 
otherwise would have to be done manually if we were to use the default functionality of 
Unity3D (generating normal map of textures, converting heightmaps in raw-default, 
increasing the depth to 16bit, and so on). 
To ensure the precision mentioned above, one cannot simply start modifying the 
plain terrain using some Unity3D brushes. Not only would that be time-consuming, it 
would also be inaccurate.  
As Unity3D allows using customized brushes, we can take this opportunity to create 
one large brush with the heightmap of the area we are interested in and use it as “stamp” 
(a heightmap is a grayscale raster image of the terrain data where the value of each pixel 
signifies its height). Creating the heightmap, the brush and finally a stamp is not trivial, 
especially the parts in Unity3D itself. Fortunately, Gaia also provides the function to 
convert a heightmap png file into a stamp usable in Unity3D. 
1. Creating the Heightmap 
There are two methods for obtaining the necessary height information: generate the 
heightmap with Mapzen’s global elevation service via Tangram Heightmapper (Tangram 
Heightmapper, n.d.); or use the Terrain Party web application (Terrain.Party, n.d.). 
After opening Tangram Heightmapper one can either put the zoom level, the 
latitude and longitude in WGS849 format into the URL or choose the intended area by 
navigating via a mouse. Figure 24 shows the heightmap of Monterey Peninsula as an 
example (36.6 N and −121.890556 W), and Figure 25 the user interface (UI) overlay. The 
intended area can be exported as a png (Figure 25 -> “export”).  
                                               
9 World Geodetic System 1984 
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Figure 24. Tangrams Heightmap: Example of Intended Area Monterey 
Peninsula 
 
Figure 25. Tangram Heightmapper—Export-Overlay 
The Tangram Heightmapper has an advantage in that the correct z/x ratio is 
precalculated. This number is necessary to keep the correct ratio between the image size 
and the height of the resulting heightmap.  
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It is important to note that Tangram Heightmapper has a critical downside: its scale 
factor no longer fits after modifying the image size, since it was specifically calculated for 
the originally provided image size. That modification is often needed to avoid adjusting 
the terrain or clean the image from missed data (straight black pixel line). For example, if 
the interesting area is square, one would have to adjust the window size of the web-browser 
previously to the desired ratio. This is very inconvenient since there is no precise 
functionality as in image editors or other software. A workaround in which one would use 
image editors after generating the png, does not work either, since the scale factor would 
not be correct anymore and the created virtual environment would not be as precise as 
intended. Manual calculation of this factor is also not possible if the correct x-distance 
represented by the image (5 miles times 2.5 miles), is still unknown and cannot be easily 
determined.  
Lastly, Tangram Heightmapper does not generate heightmaps as detailed as Terrain 
Party does. Depending on the intended use-case the additional fidelity might not be 
necessary, but nevertheless the map should still be trustworthy.  
 
Figure 26. Generating Heightmap Using Terrain Party 
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Although Terrain Party cannot provide the automatically calculated scale factor as 
Tangram Heightmapper does, it has many advantages. Most important, it generates very 
detailed heightmaps using OpenStreetMaps, USGS10 shaded relief, or USGS topographic 
imagery, and it provides fixed real-world distances which are definable prior to generating 
the heightmap. But even after exporting and saving the generated heightmap images, 
Terrain Party also provides all necessary information in a separate text file, e.g., the height 
range of the mapped part or a link to that file in case a later download is necessary. 
Since most of virtual environments are square-formatted or a combination of those 
squares, Terrain Party is easier to use even if the scale factor has to be calculated manually 
(see 2. Applying Heightmap to Terrain in Unity3D).  
Terrain Party exports a couple of different heightmaps together with the text file 
mentioned above in a zip package. It also creates a png file by merging all those different 
heightmaps into one file. Without using Gaia, it would be necessary to convert that file in 
a 16-bit-grayscale image and export it in raw-format with either an IBM raw file byte order 
or in a layer-interleaved order. After this the raw file could be imported into Unity3D as a 
terrain heightmap and adjusted until the terrain fits the real world. Therefore, as suggested 
in the next section, we use Gaia. 
2. Applying Heightmap to Terrain in Unity3D 
Since importing an asset from the Unity-asset store is not difficult and a lot of 
supporting web sites are available, this section focuses on applying the heightmap to the 
Unity project.  
The first step is to copy the merged file mentioned in Chapter IV.E.1. Creating the 
Heightmap to the asset folder of the Unity project and to create the stamper. Furthermore, 
since the National Elevation Dataset provided by the USGS has the advantage of very 
precise resolution (around 10m) (USGS, n.d.), we can also copy the created file marked as 
(USGS 10m) in the same folder and use it instead of the merged file.  
                                               
10 United States Geological Survey. 
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By importing Gaia, it has created a shortcut Ctrl-G to open the Gaia Manager 
(Figure 27). Another way to open it is by selecting Window -> Procedural Worlds -> Gaia 
-> Show Gaia Manager. 
 
Figure 27. Gaia Manager 
One intent of this thesis is to create a terrain, based on real-world data, as precise 
as possible in order to get a correct impression of the landscape and circumstances for 
mission planning. Therefore, at first, we need a solution for the triangle of dependencies 
(Figure 28). 
a. Solving Triangle of Dependencies 
Regardless of which device is chosen, software development will always be limited 
by technology. For the thesis’s purpose we aim to maximize three factors:  
• the usability as a mission planning tool, 
• the number of functions and details, 
• and, of course, the terrain size.  
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The limiting factor is the device’s power: a combination of processing and available 
graphical power of the HoloLens device (red circle). 
 
Figure 28. Triangle of Dependencies 
Usability as MPT is influenced by the number of available functions for handling, 
manipulating, and modifying the MPT and the details of how the terrain is visualized to 
the user. The more functions the tool has - like zooming in/out, adjusting the size for the 
user’s purposes, rotating the terrain, placing it where the user wants - and the easier and 
more understandable and usable those functions are, the higher the Usability as MPT will 
be. 
The same applies for the number of details: The more detail is represented in the 
created terrain - like mountains, bigger hills, smaller hills, rocks, valleys, rivers, streets, 
buildings - and the more accurate it is (referenced to the real world object), the higher the 
Usability as MPT will be. 
The number of functions / details are self-explained and shortly described above. 
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The Terrain Size is a very important attribute. In order to get an accurate impression 
of the AOI the terrain size should be as large as it is in reality, at the best. On the other 
hand, the terrain size should be as compact as possible in order to place it as a sand table 
in a regular room and to increase the Usability as MPT. 
Summing it up will lead us to a compromise such as implementing as few functions 
or details as possible but as many as needed within a terrain created as small as possible 
but as large as needed, in order to ensure a maximized usability as a mission planning tool.  
The problem to solve is that we can only have two preferences: 
Choosing to have a good usability as a mission planning tool, we can either have 
an incredibly large terrain which allows the best impression of the landscape but only a 
few functions; or to have a maximum number of functions for manipulating and using the 
MPT, but only a small terrain. 
Similar is choosing the maximum number of functions / details. Having a great 
portfolio of different functions allows having either a large terrain but a worse usability as 
MPT.  
Lastly, the same procedure is followed to decide whether to increase the terrain 
size as much as possible in order to give the user the opportunity to zoom in while providing 
a view like “feet on the ground.” We can either choose to increase the number of functions 
and details, but by decreasing the usability as MPT or vice versa: increasing the usability 
as MPT but decreasing the number of functions and details. 
Since we want to have all three attributes be as good as possible, we have to develop 
an entirely different application architecture. Instead of developing the application in a 
common way, we divide the resource-consuming combinations and handle all data-
exchange by a separate created manager by ensuring a killing-stop of temporary not needed 
objects. 
b. Applying the Final Heightmap 
As we already know what to do, we can directly choose the Advanced tab and 
simply start from top to bottom (Figure 29) .  
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Figure 29. Gaia Manager—Functions Needed 
For this thesis, a terrain of 16,384 square meters was chosen (the maximum) and 
the final terrain was created. The stamper-object that applies the heightmap (so called 
stamp) later, was enabled and finally the scanner-object as well. The scanner-object was 
needed to create an applicable stamp-file out of the heightmap-picture we created before. 
When this file is imported into the stamper-object, one is able to “stamp” the flat terrain 
into the real-world terrain-shape. 
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Figure 30. Unity GUI after Applying Gaia Functionalities 
As shown in Figure 30, the stamper-object, scanner-object and the terrain are 
created successfully and the merged heightmap (respectively the USGS 10m heightmap), 
previously extracted from the zip file, is copied into the project folder.  
The chosen size of the Unity-terrain was 16,384 square meters. To apply the terrain 
height correctly, one must calculate the appropriate scale factor later. For getting the most 
accurate result, we take advantage of the fact that 16,384 is the result of a round binary 
number (214). Therefore, we crop the captured heightmap from its original resolution of 
1081px² to 1024px x 1024px. It is important to not resize the picture - it only has to be 
cropped. 
As mentioned, in order to generate a stamp-file we can use as stamper-object, and 
drag-and-drop the (cropped) heightmap-picture in the scanner-object area, as shown in 
Figure 30 (green arrow). Next, we set the Base Level to zero (this is important) in order to 
not cut anything from the heightmap. Finally, we save the scan, in this case as a Mountains 
stamp. 
For applying the terrain-shape to the terrain, we select the created stamp-file in the 
project tab Gaia -> Stamps -> Mountains, and then we select the Stamper-object in the 
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hierarchy. Now we are able to simply drag-and-drop the created stamp-file in the stamper-
object’s “Stamp Preview.” (Figure 31) 
Last, just to ensure that after applying the shape to the terrain, the height 
corresponds to the real-terrain size, Fit-to-Terrain ensures the correct x and z scale factors 
to the stamper-object. 
 
Figure 31. Choosing Stamp for the Terrain 
In order to apply the stamp correctly to the terrain, the Ground Base lock should be 
deactivated. Before adjusting optional features like Sea Level, Base Level, and so on, the 
scale factor, mentioned in Chapter IV.E.1. Creating the Heightmap, has to be calculated 
and the terrain height has to be scaled, as well. 
The big advantage of Terrain Party, which uses predefined squared distances, is 
now extremely beneficial for getting the scale factor: 
Here is the information known so far: 
• Terrain size in Unity3D: 16,384m x 16,384m  
• Terrain size in real: 18,000m x 18,000m (Figure 26)  
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• Terrain height range: 1,774m to 3,491m (text file in zip package) 
• Resolution of captured heightmap 1024 x 1024px  
• Detail depth: 16 bit 
We know that our virtual environment width of 16,384m corresponds to 18,000m 
in reality, hence we can calculate the corresponding value to the height range of (3,491 – 
1,774)m = 1,717m by calculating vcorr = (1,717m x 16,384m) / 18,000m = 1,562.852m.  
Furthermore, since the captured heightmap picture has a resolution of 1024px 
length and 1024px width we have to consider that information for the scale-value of the 
height as well. Therefore, it is important to adapt this value to the symmetric world created 
in Unity3D. The world origin is at (0,0,0); it is recognizable because the terrain position 
starts at (-8192, 0, -8192). But as the terrain’s height should start at 0m and should represent 
the height range of 1,774m with the height-value of 1,562.852m, only the positive y-value 
has to be considered. Therefore, for calculating the scale factor of the height, we need to 
calculate the ratio: 1,562.852m corresponds to 512 height-pixel, which leads us to the scale 
factor of 3.05244. Lastly, as Gaia calculates in the background with an additional factor of 
10 (precision purposes), we simply multiply the scale factor and get vfinal = 30.5244. 
Before applying the factor either to the y-value of the scale or to the height of the 
stamper, in order to get a very precise representation of the heights of the area we are 
interested in (Figure 32), it is highly important to enable Normalise Stamp. This ensures an 
accurate representation with respect to the stamp height calculated before. Depending on 




Figure 32. Applying Correct Height-Scale Factor to Stamper Object 
Alternatively, an easier but less accurate way is to enable the ruler (Figure 32, green 
arrow) and scale the height until the range fits. It is important to enable Ground Base – 
Checkbox to ensure the starting point of the stamp’s height at 0m. The stamp’s height does 
not represent the accurate height of the terrain. To create the entire heightmap, Gaia has to 
add space between the borders and the stamp. Therefore, the terrain starts usually at 2m 
and leads to a shown height of +2m.  
The blue-colored area which is visible in the perspective view is the Show Sea level 
option which is still enabled. It can be adjusted later if the water is going to be applied and 
does not harm the visibility, yet. This Sea Level option simply helps Gaia choose the 
“sandy” textures for surfaces below that level. Therefore, the very last step in applying the 
created stamp to the terrain is to stamp it. 
If the terrain seems too rough after stamping, it can be undone directly in the 
Stamper; the Smooth Stamp value can be increased and stamped again. It can also be 
directly smoothed in the Session Manager -> Terrain Helper (Figure 33).  
Figure 33 shows the result after disabling the Stamper and Scanner. 
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Figure 33. Smoothing the Created Terrain 
3. Adding Default Texture 
Opening Gaia Manager again also allows to create a Texture Spawner (Figure 34). 
 
Figure 34. Gaia Manager—Texture Spawner 
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Of course, Unity3D provides features for texturing the terrain by default. As 
mentioned, it is much more difficult to get basic results if one uses those features. All 
further Spawners shown in Figure 34 can also be created, if needed. 
 
Figure 35. Applying Textures Using Texture Spawner 
By clicking spawn, all default textures (four in this case) are spawned to the terrain 
with the default preferences (Figure 35 and Figure 36). 
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Figure 36. Texture after Spawning 
4. Customizing Texture 
There are no special steps needed to customize the Gaia-created texture. It is still 
possible to add new textures, modify the already created textures or remove them in the 
well-known Unity3D-way. Furthermore, one can still modify the terrain, attach an 
additional terrain if needed or apply new textures (or the same textures again) using Gaia. 
Our desire was to create better height and distance perception, and to do that we 
implemented rules to spawn different textures with respect to the specific height. Using the 
rule feature allows us to automate the entire procedure with the option for later use. 
Spending some time implementing the rules saved more time later when we were forced 
to create the terrain again. Mostly caused by difficulties and circumstanced we were not 
aware of before we started developing the sand-table part and adapting the terrain. 




Figure 37. Scene Capture HoloLens Terrain First-Person-Perspective with 
Increased Height 
5. Adding Common Objects 
Referring to IV.E.3 Adding Default Texture and IV.E.4 Customizing Texture, 
adding grass, trees, own prefabs, wind zones and water can be done in the same way. After 
adding them to the scene, every element can be manipulated using the well-known default 
functions of Unity3D in order to adjust it and to create a satisfying representation of the 
area we are interested in (example shown in Figure 38). 
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Figure 38. Terrain after Spawning Example Common Objects11 
Since one very important design goal was to keep the computation of the 
application at a low level and to ensure the possibility of customization to a specific user’s 
purposes, the integration into the “first-person” perspective was not necessary and hence 
not implemented in the final version. 
 
F. DEVELOPMENT OF THE SAND TABLE 
Although the entire terrain is also the base of the sand-table object, we faced the 
challenge of applying the developed terrain to a manipulatable, 3-dimensional low-scale 
object. Typically, Unity does not treat large terrain as a simple 3-dimensional object; 
therefore, we were unable to use it directly for our sand-table purposes.  
Fortunately, we were able to divide the terrain in an obj-file which saved our mesh 
and surface data, as well as a texture part which we can apply to the 3D-object later. 
Exporting the terrain as an obj-file is not difficult but for exporting the texture and applying 
                                               
11 Author’s comment: for better visualization in this paper, the background is chosen differently from a 
real HoloLens project. 
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it later properly, we have to make sure to export at least the splatmap as well as the basemap 
of it. In combination we will be able to apply it to the object true-scaled. After exporting 
those parts, we imported the terrain-object file into a new scene and added both, the 
basemap and the spatialmap. 
Figure 39 shows the pure terrain object in sand-table size. In order to represent the 
desired 3D-object characteristics, the blue handles of the standard “Bounding Box” script 
are enabled; that can only be applied to real 3D-objects for manipulation purposes (scaling, 
rotating, moving). 
 
Figure 39. Terrain as Clean 3-Dimensional Object with Corresponding 
Characteristics 
After accomplishing the critically needed transformation, we still have to ensure 
the user’s acceptance and desire to use the system. In order to create a more natural 
situation-adaption, we developed a “sand table.” Simply presenting the terrain in the 
middle of the room or even attaching it to a real table may not be satisfying. Therefore, as 
shown in Figure 40, we developed a box to create a sense of an actual military sand-table. 
During the development one has to be aware of the main dilemma: what should be given 
higher priority - fasts user adoption or cheap calculation? The first by nature includes the 
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enthusiasm we mentioned before, so we made the choice of the design below to create a 
futuristic, “positive” and well-highlighted wall design. 
 
Figure 40. The Application Sand Table  
This included the customization of attached elements which led to the “Bounding 
Box” design shown in Figure 41. 
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Figure 41. Customized Sand Table Manipulation Handles 
Implementing this design allowed us to create a divided interface and ample options 
for developing a more intuitive interface (see next section). 
 
G. DEVELOPMENT OF THE USER INTERFACE 
For creating a user interface (UI), it is necessary to use interactable objects. 
Interactable objects are simple objects with special scripts added to them and, if desired or 
necessary, with an animation controller to animate the modification in a special way 
(example: by clicking the button.) 
All scripts that are needed for this work are predeveloped, customizable, and 
already accessible after importing the MRTK (described before). If necessary, the user can 
develop their own objects and make them likewise interactable by adding the scripts. It is 
also possible to use standard predefined objects (“prefabs”), which are sufficient for most 
use-cases instead (top row of Figure 42).  
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Figure 42. MRTK Overview of Default Interactable Objects for UI and 
Examples. Source: Microsoft (2019a). 
The last preparation step is to add the user’s script to the desired object and either 
link them to the object’s event-handler or to catch the thrown event in the code manually 
in order to add a behavior or a function the user wants. 
1. Manipulation Interface 
As before, we stuck to a “divide and conquer” strategy and created a separate 
interface to provide cheap calculatable and clearly accessible manipulation functions.  
The interface is created in layers which will change depending on the user’s intent. 
Enabling the manipulation interface allows the user to access all needed functions: to scale 
either the sand table or the interface, to rotate both as intended or simply to move them by 
grabbing. The interface is shown in Figure 43. 
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Figure 43. Manipulation Interface 
As a result of our discussion related to the design of the mission planning interface, 
we categorize the buttons similarly. Beginning from the left: Microsoft’s “toggle” buttons 
for the sand-table object, then the buttons for manipulating the user interface wall, and last 
a single button for manipulating both (UI and ST) without supporting/limiting 
functionalities. 
Using the first button in the sand-table category allows the user to pin the sand table 
to any real surface he/she selects; this will be executed without an automatic rotation that 
would align the sand table to that surface. All previously made rotations will be kept, 
regardless of whether the surface has this angle, too. This can be quite useful if the user 
has rotated it. For example, a user may want to rotate the table 90 degrees around the x-
axis to get a frontal presentation and may want to pin it to the front wall where everybody 
can see it.  
The button in the middle will allow pinning the table to a surface with an automatic 
rotation which aligns the table to the surface normal. This is very useful if the sand table 
was rotated for some planning purposes and the user wants to place it back to the ground 
or table in the middle of the room. Instead of rotating it back and aligning it to the surface 
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the user can simply use this functionality. If the user chooses the ground, the sand table 
will be straight (no rotation around the x or z axes), and if a wall facing the user is chosen, 
the sand table will still be in the correct perspective (meaning that the terrains up-direction 
will still face the top); in that case the sand table will be rotated around the y-axis and 
aligned to this surface.  
For presentation purposes we simulated the spatial awareness to force the HoloLens 
controller to the same behavior as he would have in the real world. For this purpose, we 
added an undefined object in the middle of the room. In Figure 44 we rotated the sand table 
(no particular direction) and pinned it afterwards with rotation to the “real” surface we 
simulated (Figure 45 and Figure 46). 
 
Figure 44. Rotated Sand Table 
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Figure 45. Pinned Sand Table with Rotation—Perspective 1 
 
Figure 46. Pinned Sand Table with Rotation—Perspective 2 
The top button of the UI-Wall category is similar to the sand-table button 
introduced before. But contrary to that button action, pinning the UI-wall will always rotate 
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the table around the z-axis to ensure that the user will not be distracted by an accidently 
rotated and skewed user interface.  
The Free-Scaling mode enables the handles mentioned in previous section, and will 
allow the user to freely rotate, scale and move the sand table as well as the user interface 
(Figure 47).  
 
Figure 47. Enabled Free-Scale Mode 
The confirmation button, shown in the top right of Figure 47, will always stay in 
the user’s view. If the user moves his/her head and therefore the edge of FOV to be the 
border and will move the button, as well. Both the reset buttons, as well as the confirmation 
button, are self-explanatory. 
2. Mission Planning Interface 
The mission planning interface will need more integrated functionalities than the 
manipulation interface. At the same time, our design goal was to have a clear, not 
overwhelming, interface, and avoid as many unnecessary user interactions (“clicks”) as 
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possible. The last aspect is especially important to positively influence user acceptance and 
adoption.  
Hence, we did not categorize functionalities similar to the manipulation interface 
(Figure 48); to avoid deluging the user with functions, we integrated a hierarchical structure 
within the categories. This step gave us the opportunity to allow the user to add any created 
entity with the detail level he/she wants. For instance, if the intelligence can only determine 
probable type data for the sighted hostile unit, but no further detail, it would not be 
conducive to force the user to add emerging information to the unit. 
 
Figure 48. Mission Planning Interface, Categorized, Level 0 
For creating a unit, there are only two mandatory steps. First, the user has to choose 
what kind of unit it will be (friend, hostile, neutral or unknown) and, second, which 
category the unit belongs to. 
Figure 49 shows the next level, after the user chose to create a friendly unit; Figure 
50 shows the hostile unit categories; Figure 51 shows the neutral categories; and Figure 52 
adds the unknown units.  
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Figure 49. Mission Planning Interface, Level 1—Friend Unit 
 
Figure 50. Mission Planning Interface, Level 1—Hostile Unit 
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Figure 51. Mission Planning Interface, Level 1—Neutral Unit 
 
Figure 52. Mission Planning Interface, Level 1—Unknown Unit 
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For presentation purposes, a hostile land unit can be added without any further 
information. After choosing the land category, the user can add more information but will 
not be forced to do so. Figure 53 shows the user interface for creating a more detailed 
hostile land unit. For adding the unit to and interacting with the sand table, see IV.H 
Development of the Application Prototype. 
 
Figure 53. Mission Planning Interface, Chosen Hostile Land Unit 
All additional interface categories (type, level, parent, unit and “ReInf/Red”) are 
optional and they can be added to the unit in any order.  
As mentioned, we resolved the difficulty of adding all NATO12 unit types which 
differ depending on each unit category (Land, Sea, Air, …) and then the unit itself; almost 
all types can be mixed, regarding the unit structure (for instance, subordinated units of 
different type) and the unit purpose, which led to a huge number of different types. 
                                               
12 North Atlantic Treaty Organization. 
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Therefore, we implemented both - an additional interface for providing all basic 
unit types, and the functionality of combining all types without limitations. Figure 54 
shows the enabled separate interface (“Show All”).  
 
Figure 54. Mission Planning Interface; Additional All Implemented Types 
Since the center of this thesis is a feasibility study, we developed all needed 
functionalities with an appropriate number of variations. The implemented concept allows 
one to add as many types as needed or desired without hampering the application 




Figure 55. Mission Planning Interface; Hostile Armored Infantry Unit 
 
Figure 56. Mission Planning Interface; Hostile Armored Engineer Unit 
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Figure 57. Mission Planning Interface; Hostile Armored Wheeled Artillery 
Unit 
Finally, Figure 58 shows a unit with all details attached to it: the reinforced and 
reduced Second Armored Infantry Brigade of the 37th Division.  
 
Figure 58. Mission Planning Interface; Unit with all Details Attached 
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3. Sand Table Interface 
Some parts of the interface always have to be accessible; therefore we designed an 
additional interface and attached it to the sand table itself (III.E User Interface Design). To 
avoid any user distraction, this UI changes the layout as well, depending on the last user 
interaction. Furthermore, as also described in chapter III.E, the interface follows the user, 
but always stays attached to the sand-table box. Figure 59 shows the sand-table interface 
in standard mode. 
 
Figure 59. Sand Table User Interface Standard Access 
If the user performs some actions, the interface can change slightly and enable 
functions that were previously not needed. For instance, Figure 60 and Figure 61 show the 
confirmation dialog, embedded into the sand-table interface, and Figure 62 shows the 
unlocked sand table with the enabled manipulation interface. 
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Figure 60. Sand Table User Interface “Delete All” Confirmation 
 
Figure 61. Sand Table User Interface “Quit Application” Confirmation 
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Figure 62. Sand Table User Interface; Manipulation Interface Enabled 
The interface has following elements (beginning from the left in Figure 62): 
• “Reset all to default”: self-explanatory. 
• “Locked/Unlocked”: Locks the sand table in order to avoid switching 
accidently to “first person” perspective. Adding, moving, and manipulating the 
units and the sand table is still available. 
• Third button: enables the manipulation interface. 
• “MPP”: enables the mission planning process interface. 
• Fifth button: levels all attached units to the standard height. 
• Sixth button: enables a grid with coordinates and north-arrow (Figure 63). 
• “Delete All”: after confirmation all attached entities/units will be deleted. 
• “Undo Delete”: self-explanatory, the max number of saved undo actions is 10. 
• Trash Icon Button: if enabled, every unit symbol the user clicks on will be 
deleted. 
• Upper right button: quits the application. 
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Figure 63. Sand Table User Interface; Enabled Grid 
H. DEVELOPMENT OF THE APPLICATION PROTOTYPE  
In order to attach all developed parts to one application and create a user-friendly 
interaction, we need to do the attaching while still paying attention to issues that affect 
usability.  
We did all the preparation needed to keep the computational effort very low, but 
beyond the graphic challenges with all requirements for rendering the object, we also 
cannot waste important and critically needed power for unnecessary non-graphic 
calculations.  
The most challenging issue was to implement a cheap way of catching user 
interaction globally while avoiding redundancies. Ideally, we would like to have no 
handler, which listens for input events for every single frame; we would prefer a link 
triggered by the OS which listens and caches the input event anyway. 
Furthermore, we also committed to keep the update rate of all objects as low as 
possible, which unfortunately hampered the information exchange mentioned in the 
paragraph above. Because of the limited resources we cannot easily check for changes 
every frame or continuously trigger functions in order to return values. We have to be 
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aware, that every single creation of a variable occupies memory and needs computing 
power; every variable has to be destroyed afterwards and every single queue leads to barely 
traceable calculations in background.  
Therefore, we developed an overall manager which was responsible for the entire 
application, a sand-table manager, and a manager for the “first person” mode. Keeping 
track of necessary calls was crucial since we tried to increase the amount of free resources 
for later customizations or feature implementations. This is especially the case, because of 
the HoloLens’s spatial awareness function, the number of polygons we would have to 
consider would be enormous.  
As a result we implemented a method which will be triggered directly by the OS 
and will poll the user’s input event without asking each frame, whether or not “something 
happened.” Furthermore, instead of simply forwarding the event, it has to pass an 
evaluation first, that will check if it is of interest or not.  
Lastly, if the user wants to switch to a terrain position in “first person” perspective, 
the method performs a single ray-cast to find the collision point. If all preconditions are 
met, the event with all information is forwarded to the corresponding method.  
Achieving this last challenge allowed us to combine all parts into a single 
application. Figure 64 shows the combined application parts of the sand table, the sand-
table user interface, the mission planning interface, and the created hostile entity.  
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Figure 64. Sand-Table Mode; Combined Applications Parts with Created 
Hostile Unit 
In order to switch to “first person” perspective we unlocked the sand table (Figure 
65) and chose the position of the created entity, which led us to Figure 66. 
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Figure 65. Sand-Table Mode; Combined Application Parts; Unlocked Sand 
Table 
 
Figure 66. First Person Perspective of Sand Table Position 
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Within the “first person” perspective the user can navigate through the terrain. As 
one of our goals was to keep the number of input devices and methods as low as possible, 
the user can still interact with a simple click at the location where he wants to be.  
Instead of simply changing the user’s position to the chosen (selected) position, we 
developed a “beaming” function for flying through the terrain. The acceleration is low and 
as one result of the informal usability tests, the motion does not cause nausea or other 
cybersickness symptoms. 
During the movement, the user can change the goal position at any time and is also 
able to look around because the movement does not depend on the user’s viewing direction. 
Figure 67 shows the changed position: the valley from the opponent site. 
 
Figure 67. First Person Perspective; Switched Position 
Similar to the confirmation button in section IV.G.1, the navigation buttons in the 
“first person” perspective stay in the user’s FOV. The edge of the FOV initiates a position 
change of these buttons. This prevents user distractions because of an object which always 
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stays in the middle of the view and which always distract him/her by blocking the view to 
objects of interest. 
When a user wears an HMD, it is very beneficial to step back from the object in 
order to orientate oneself or just to get a better overview of one’s own location. The right 
button “lifts” the user’s position every time the button is clicked. The left button switches 
the view mode back to the sand-table perspective (Figure 68 and Figure 69) . 
 
Figure 68. First Person Perspective; Increasing User’s Position Height 1x 
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Figure 69. First Person Perspective; Increasing User’s Position Height 2x 
Regardless of which perspective the user adopts, he/she can always move in the 
real world. The application manager tracks the movement and reacts accordingly.  
The most beneficial capability of the HMD we have chosen is the ability to see 
through the display. Therefore, the user never loses orientation with respect to the real 
world. This is especially the case after navigating in the “first person” perspective when 
switching back to the sand table as that action can sometimes be confusing (the user may 
not remember where the sand table was placed before.)  
Figure 70 shows the orientation pointer which is made of three arrows and which 
turns on (becomes visible) every time the center of the sand table is not in the user’s field 
of view. The orientation pointer indicates a direction where the user can expect the sand 
table to appear; this is done by a smooth animation of the orientation pointer.  
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Figure 70. Sand Table Perspective; Orientation Pointer 
I. CHAPTER SUMMARY 
The chapter provides a detailed description of the process to implement the 
concepts created during the design phase. It also provides details of all elements of the 
interface and discussed decisions related to the system architecture. 
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V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A. INTRODUCTION 
Besides the informal evaluations of the prototype done during the development 
phase, we were also interested in the overall results of the feasibility tests.  
We started with the problem space that the system costs and performance were the 
barriers for integration of the emerging visualization technologies and improvement of 
current procedures for one of the most important processes of the military domain - mission 
planning. 
Our goal was to investigate whether it was feasible to create an application which 
would not only augment the procedures of military mission planning, but also bring novel 
capabilities and enable satisfactory system performance. We sought a solution which 
would additionally be low-cost in development, fielding and especially in sustainment. 
Furthermore, the solution would integrate the latest visualization technology, and enable 
intuitive user interaction while offering an easy adaption and extension of its system 
capabilities. 
B. RESULTS OF THE FEASIBILITY STUDY 
As a result of the design goal to lower the number of polygons to be manipulated 
in the scene, the following elements of the 3D environment were designed and used in the 
prototype tool (all numbers refer to the numbers of triangles): 
• sand table without any augmentation:  132,400 
• mission planning layout (most complex layout with all details):  1,100 
• triangle per created entity (maximum # details attached):  200 
• sand table grid layout: 131,200 
• “first person” perspective (average number): 32,600 
• “first person” perspective (maximum number): 70,300 
For performance measurement we considered and recorded the display framerate 
measured in frames per second (FPS). Since the framerate depends on the graphics quality 
settings, we measured the framerate for four different quality settings, which are predefined 
and set during the MRTK import. Minimum and maximum values refer to situations where 
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only a very small portion of the scene was in the user’s FOV (i.e., it was visible and 
rendered), and the maximum refers to situation where the largest part of the scene (the 
entire scene) was in the user’s FOV. 
 
a) Measuring tool “HoloLens Diagnostic Tool”: 
High resolution settings:  
• sand-table mode (min / max):     34 FPS / 42 FPS 
• “first person” perspective (min / max):    21 FPS / 34 FPS 
Medium resolution settings: 
• sand-table mode (min / max):     27 FPS / 32 FPS 
• “first person” perspective (min / max):    18 FPS / 24 FPS 
Low resolution settings: 
• sand-table mode (min / max):     33 FPS / 36 FPS 
• “first person” perspective (min / max):    18 FPS / 26 FPS 
Very low-resolution settings: 
• sand-table mode (min / max):     33 FPS / 39 FPS 
• “first person” perspective (min / max):    17 FPS / 28 FPS 
 
b) Measuring tool “Network-based Framerate”: 
High resolution settings:  
• sand-table mode (min / max):     33 FPS / 40 FPS 
• “first person” perspective (min / max):    23 FPS / 34 FPS 
Medium resolution settings: 
• sand-table mode (min / max):     27 FPS / 34 FPS 
• “first person” perspective (min / max):    21 FPS / 28 FPS 
Low resolution settings: 
• sand-table mode (min / max):     33 FPS / 38 FPS 
• “first person” perspective (min / max):    20 FPS / 27 FPS 
Very low-resolution settings: 
• sand-table mode (min / max):     33 FPS / 37 FPS 
• “first person” perspective (min / max):    19 FPS / 28 FPS 
 
Since the high-resolution setting resulted in better performance, we ran the last 
application version with that setting. To evaluate both measurements, we implemented a 
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framerate-calculator within the manager classes and calculated the framerate more 
precisely and without the delays. Finally, we wrote the data into a text log file. 
The following framerates were achieved: 
Sand-table mode: (min / max / average): 
22,183 FPS / 39,932 FPS / 30,076 FPS 
“first person” perspective (min / max / average): 
14,488 FPS / 33,826 FPS / 21,891 FPS 
The performance of the system was rated as completely satisfactory by all three 
(informal) test subjects. The application ran smoothly, without any delays or waiting times 
and all three subjects reported no distractions caused by a critically low framerate, graphic 
failures, or unsteady image representation if they navigated rapidly through the virtual 
environment and inside the physical space. 
The “first person” perspective feature introduced in our prototype provided an 
important new capability for using the system as a mission planning tool. Instead of just 
taking advantage of the real world and computer-generated objects, the user additionally 
gets a real-world impression of the area of interest while he/she conducts the mission 
planning.  
All interfaces developed for this prototype system are well-structured and provide 
all functions without overwhelming the user; the number of system capabilities was 
minimized to make sure that even naïve users could learn them quickly. Additionally, not 
forcing the user to interact with the system following a specific procedure provided the 
highest flexibility for using the interface.  
The system also achieved the goal of having as few user input methods as possible, 
while still supporting the main task. We achieved our goal of making the entire application 
usable with using natural gestures like grabbing, dragging, and dropping, with only one 
additional input method: clicking (confirming and completing the selection). If the user 
wanted to work in sand-table mode or even navigate through the terrain in “first person” 
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perspective, he did not need additional and complex input devices; the only interaction that 
the user had to learn was the click-gesture. 
Our preliminary informal testing and anecdotal evidence suggested that after 32 
minutes of using the prototype (individual A), 27 minutes (individual B), and 19 minutes 
(individual C) on different days, individuals A and B recognized light-caused eyestrain 
afterwards; they suggested it must have been because of the brightness of the 
representation. Individual C decreased the brightness during the informal test after 11 
minutes and did not report any eyestrain at the end of the session. No further observations 
and tests were made. In order to acquire a more detailed understanding about usability 
aspects of the interface and the system, a formal (controlled) usability study would need to 
be executed. 
C. DISCUSSION 
After collecting informal feedback from the three users (they reflected on visual 
quality, user distraction, and the waiting/loading time), collecting system logs that refer to 
the performance of the application, the visual quality, the user’s distraction, and the 
waiting/loading time were tested, we can clearly summarize the entire project positively 
and state that the prototype achieved all goals established in the design phase. 
To introduce quick improvements to the system, we advise decreasing the number 
of polygons by changing the sand-table boxes and choosing a different material for all 
walls.  
The framerates were measured with the standard HoloLens diagnostic tool at first. 
Although the framerates are satisfying, especially the high-resolution deployment that 
performed better than expected, we conclude that the tool influenced the framerate 
significantly. It is of note that the graphics needed to see and animate the HoloLens 
diagnostic tool added to the framerate and therefore it was not the most precise tool to 
measure the framerate of the application. The tool represents the measurements not only 
by numbers with a cheap calculatable background, it represents the result as a diagnostic 
bar as well. Furthermore, the entire diagnostic tool is animated while following the user’s 
view.  
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Therefore, we performed a second FPS-measurement and used the network-based 
FPS-rate within the “Windows Device Portal.” We deployed the solutions with the 
different standard quality settings preset with the MRTK import, but without enabling the 
diagnostic tool. Contrary to our expectations, the framerate was not significantly influenced 
by this tool. 
Interestingly, within the “first person” perspective, which was expected to be the 
most expensive mode to calculate, we reached a maximum framerate of 34 frames per 
second. But different than expected: The lowest framerate occurred while standing and 
slowly looking around and the highest framerate was achieved during the “beaming” 
movement to another position (a teleportation type of navigation technique). Intentionally, 
we expected that the framerate would be influenced drastically when the user switched to 
another position and the entire terrain was moving. 
Although the HoloLens had to switch between different scenes which required 
many resources, the delay for loading and the time to respond to the first user input, was 
~1s. 
According to the framerate of ~30 FPS, respectively, ~22 FPS, and the results 
achieved in different HoloLens application that used over 1,600,000 polygons in total 
(Timmerman, 2018, p. 42 DDG Model), there is plenty of room for customization and for 
adding additional features.  
During the development of this project, Microsoft released the second version of 
the HoloLens with drastically increased computational power and component 
improvements. By using this new device, one would take advantage of these improvements 
and be able to migrate the application to the newer device architecture. The larger field of 
view would positively affect the usability and the user’s acceptance highly. 
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The answers to our research questions are: 
Question 1: Is it feasible to design and develop an augmented environment such 
that tactical situations and planned missions can be comprehensibly visualized using only 
commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) products? 
Answer: The design and development of an augmented environment that supports 
tactical situations and mission planning, by using only COTS, was fully achieved. The 
system performance allowed uninterrupted user interaction, with system delay that did not 
generate noticeable artifacts or any kind of malfunction. 
Question 2: What type of novel user interactions and input modalities would best 
be suited to support intuitive interaction in tactical situations and planned mission 
environment?  
Answer: The user must have as few different input options as possible. Ideally, the 
entire system should be able to be controlled by a single input technique to avoid errors 
using it. Instead of always having to find the appropriate input method for different 
interactions, the application is designed and developed to execute this task. While the user 
is allowed to interact with the system using natural gestures (device defaults), it is also 
designed so that the user can navigate through the entire application with the “click”-input 
as single additional input option. 
D. CHAPTER SUMMARY 
The results demonstrated that a solution presented in this thesis was not only 
feasible using the technology available to us at the time (HoloLens v1). The prototype 
system offered a rich and yet manageable set of capabilities, and the added “first person” 
perspective as a special feature ran surprisingly well. 
We developed a special framerate calculator to get actual framerates for evaluating 
system performance. Regarding the maximum number of 60 FPS when no application is 
running on HoloLens (empty screen at OS level) and 49-50 FPS when running an 
application in the background, the achieved rate of 22 FPS captured in the moment when 
the most expensive application processing was active; that result was still satisfactory.  
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All application features worked smoothly and without delays and proved that a see-
through AR HMD can even be used for visualizing a complex virtual environment and that 
it can fully support military mission planning operations. 
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VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
A. MAIN CONTRIBUTIONS 
This project shows that even without a second-generation HoloLens device we 
could develop an application for mission planning purposes and replace the traditional sand 
table.  
Furthermore, the project proves that a terrain based on real-world data can be 
developed by every IT-soldier within the military domain, without being dependent on 
private contractors. And most important, we kept the necessary resources very low, thus 
ensuring enough potential for customization and implementation of future upgrades.  
When the live-version of this proof-of-concept is introduced to the units, many 
misunderstandings during mission planning and during briefs can potentially be avoided. 
Also a need for long-distance travel will be eliminated and the developments from higher 
echelon can be easily and quickly disseminated down to each level. 
Our estimate is that the systems like ours will save a significant amount of money; 
old costly solutions and their contracts could be canceled, and some accidents and mishaps 
could be avoided.  
The likely user community for this system includes all military branches at every 
level which have to execute mission and operational planning. We envision that even 
civilian domain could use a slightly altered version of the tool for mission planning in their 
own domains.  
B. FUTURE WORK 
We classify future work in two categories: technological improvements of the 
prototype tool, and user testing. 
Technological improvements 
Besides integrating all NATO symbols, including all augmentations like attack-
arrows, and moving directions or unit boundaries, the most important and beneficial 
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capability will be the collaboration feature. As previously mentioned, the application 
architecture used in our prototype was designed with this feature in mind.  
Instead of attaching all relevant data to the application manager, we can centralize 
it within a server environment (Notebook). Since this data is handled at a single point of 
contact, we can share this data across a network - theoretically worldwide - to participating 
HoloLens-devices. Each of them will capture this data and will load it to the corresponding 
object/entity.  
Furthermore, if a user is manipulating a shared object, the server locks the object 
for every other user, saves finally the new data and releases it for the other participants 
afterwards.  
Realizing the collaboration feature could also lead to an implementation of an 
interface which will provide a communication capability to other simulation software or to 
receive status, position, and movement updates of units of the real world. 
Easier to implement, but not less important, are some features, to visualize 
additional information on entities. Especially, information about the range of the main 
weapon system or an indicator of the FOV from the unit’s position (red/green marked 
terrain).  
User testing 
After migrating the application to the new HoloLens 2 device a formal usability 
study will finally create the possibility of integrating the application to the unit’s MPPs. 
The next step would be to conduct a user study in which the performance of this mission 
planning system would be compared with the performance of other mission planning tools. 
It would be interesting to see whether the use of our tool would result in superior plans to 
those made by using other (different) mission planning tools.   
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